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GOLDEN GATE CITY FACES ANNIHILATION
t

Streets are Strewn
Business District of the Pacific Coast's Metropolis is Mass of Wreckage
With Dead Bodies of Victims Great Office Blocks Fall and Uncontrollable Fire. . .Palace
Hotel, City Hall, Temple of Justice and Call Building are Destroyed . . . Work of Rescue is
Water System Crippled.
SlowThousands are Severely Injured
in and more are coming all the time.
PEOPLE HERE INTERESTED
The alarm felt in Santa Fe as a re- The Palace and Grand Hotels have
sult of the terrible earthquake at San been destroyed. Fires are also reFrancisco was augmented on account ported in Oakland, Alameda and Berkof the many friends and relatives of! eley. The shocks continue, but hav
.residents who are at present in the done no further damage.
It is reported that buildings were
doomed city.
Many messages have
been-seby Sata Fe people to their destroyed at Salinas, a hundred miles
friends and relatives in San Francis- south of San Francisco. Nothing has
co, but as .far as can be learned no been heard from San Jose and other
answers have been received.
This citie,? south of San Francisco on the
does not necessarily imply that any of; toast.
'i is reported that two ships anthem are among the killed or injured,
'
as great difficulty is being experienced chored in the bay sank.
A Thousand Lives Lost.
in sending and receiving
messages,
torn, and many are severely injured or killed.
Kansas City, Mo., April 17. At 9:15
communication being practically deMILITARY RULE TO PRESERVE ORDER.
o'clock this morning the Postal Telstroyed.
the
egraph Company here received
of
first
the
From
time
the
the
reports
The town has been placed under military rule but the soldiers are powerless to preserve order among
Information:
following
on
the
the
circulated
disaster
streets,
of
or
to' prevent robbery of the wrecked buildings
the
"It Is reported that at lea3t a thoupanic stricken residents. Precautions have been taken,
until the extra published by the New
comto
one
to
shoot
sand
lives were lost In an earthquake
kill,
been
orders
have
any
stricken
caught
the
given
soldiers
and
city,
the
patrolling
dead,
the three
Mexican was obtainable,
in San Francisco. Both the Postal
in
Mexican
office
New
the
telephones
mitting theft.
were kept busy, people from all parts and the Western Union Telegraph
Aid has been solicited from surrounding points to assist in combating the flames but owing to the lack of
of the city desiring to know something buildings in that city were destroyed.
The disastrous fire Is eating its wayj
telegraphic communication, little has as yet been received.
about the catastrophe.
Thus far the flames have taken possession of the entire water front, damaging the shipping interests, and
The first intimation of the earth- up the south side of Market Street
and at the last accounts was within
of the city. Spasmodic
wholesale
section
waste
in
entire
the
Call
as
the
far
laying
building,
quake was received here at 8 o'clock
extending back,as
this morning, when the Cincinnati Post three blocks of the Palace Hotel. The
fires can be seen on all sides, but except where the greatest danger exists to life and property they are diswater mains were Dursted and the fire
wired to this city for full particulars
is absolutely helpless. Busregarded.
on "San
Francisco destroyed
by department
iness is entirely suspended.
TERRIBLE SUFFERINGS OF THE POOR.
westearthquake" this being the most
Palace Hotel Will Be Burned.
'
ern point from which the wires were
The poor were the worst sufferers, as tenement upon tenement collapsed, burning the occupants under
San Francisco, April 18. 11 o'clock
9
in use. At
o'clock the. New Mexia. m
tons of debris. Flames in many cases quickly completed the work of death. The cries of the injured, who
The fire in the vicinity of the
can began receiving Associated Press
Palace and Grand Hotels is rapidly apcould not be reached, were terrible.
dispatches, and soon after bulletins
the
As night approaches, the situation steadily grows worse and even the bravest shrink from facing the hour
were posted in front of the newspa- proaching these buildings and from
a
indications
will
fall
present
they
per office. As a result oi the bulletins
when darkness, except for the lurid light of the burning buildings, will settle over all.
to the flames within half an hour.
prey
people who had not already 'heard of Where Greatest
"Will the city be destroyed?" is the question heard on all sides. There is none who will hazard an answer.
Damage Was Done.
the disaster were Informed, and in a
New York, April 17. The. Postal
,
ROUGH SUMMARY OF CASUALTIES AND DAMAGE.
short time an eager and excited crowd
received the information
and waited with intense In- Telegraph
gathered,
and
killed
were
of
as
"Hundreds
hour
be
summarized
follows:
at
this
known
so
as
that the greatest damage from the
people
far
The facts
may
terest for posting of further bulletins,1
wa- -. done to property
probably 1,000 were injured.
or for some possible news fronl earthquake
following streets: Drumm, Davis,
several hundred
The Mechanics Pavilion has been converted into an emergency hospital and already
friends.
Front, Battery, Sansome, Montgomery,
New Mexican Extra Edition.
victims of the disaster have been treated there.
Kearney, Spear, Main, Beal and Fre
The entire water front is ablaze and the postoffice is badly shaken and has partly collapsed.
At 11:45 an extra edition of the mont,
New Mexican was on the streets, and
The fish market, at the corner of Clay and Merchants Streets has collapsed killing six people.
City Hall a Total Wreck.
in a short time every copy printed had
New
York, April 18. 'San Francisco
were
wife
his
Fire Chief Sullivan and
badly injured.
been sold, and the demand had not was practically wrecked by an earthThe Grand Opera House is burning fiercely.
been supplied.
quake at 5:10 o'clock this morning.
A ten story building at Tenth and Mission Streets adjoining the Grand Opera House is doomed.
Following is a list of the names of The shock lasted for three minutes,
the people in San Francisco concern- and thousands of buildings were damThe gas works on South Market Street have been blown up, which started another big fire in that section.
ing whom friends here have made tel- aged and destroyed.
The loss of life
In Oakland, across the bay, five were killed by the collapse of the Empi'e building.
egraphic
inquiries: Mr. and Mrs. J. Ck reported is very great. There Is no
to
been
have
bodies
taken
the
morgue.
Twenty
Schumann, who are sojourning in Cal- water and fire rages all over the city.
The military is patrolling the streets guarding the banks and other establishments. They have received orifornia; Marcus Eldott and family, for- All wires with the exception of one,
ders to shoot on sight any one detected committing theft.
merly of this city; Miss Cassie Cross, are gone. The city hall, costing sevThe newspapers having their power cut off, have combined and willissue one paper from the office of the daughter of Mrs. George H. Cross, of en millions of dollars, Is in ruins. The
Buena Vista Heights; Mr. and Mrs. D. modern buildings suffered less than
Chronicle which has its own power.
C. McCrimmon, who reside on Turk the brick and frame structures.
The
The damage already inflicted is estimated roughly at fifty millions
Street which was in the affected dis- terror and excitement is indescribable.
Unless the wind comes up from the west and blows the flames towards the bay, nothing can stop the detrict; Mr. and Frs. Jacob Bryan of Most of the people asleep were sudColma
and Miss Emma Kagy, rela- denly aroused and rushed into the
entire
of
the
struction
city.
tives of H. C. Yontz; Miss Edna Ber-ge- streets undressed.
PALACE HOTEL WRAPPED IN FLAMES.
formerly of this city, and weH
The buildings swayed and crashed,
known
here; Mrs. John King, and the
on
fire.
the occupants. There was a
10:45 a. m. The Palace Hotel Isnow
burying
Misses Elsie and Rose Kramer, the
In the hotels. The Lick House
panic
The south side of Market Street between
The Phelan building market on O'Farrell Street is also burning.
former a sister and the latter nieces
was badly damaged but no loss of life
of Dr. David Knapp; Philip E. Har
Fourth and Fifth Streets is now on fire and the flames are spreading unchecked in all directions.
is reported from there. The Palace
roun and family, son of Dr. W. S. Har-rouThe city Is now under martial law.
and Saint Francis Hotels withstood
Mrs.
Mabel Veiller, a daughtet
It seems that the entire business section must be destroyed. Mayor Schmitz has called for the assistance
of Mayor A. R. Gibson; Mrs. Olive the shock. The people flocked to the
offices to send messages to
of the entire Oakland fire departmentand has ordered that all dynamite available be used to blow up the buildHlte of Washington, a newspaper wo telegraph
were frantic because the
friends
and
man well known In this city; Mrs. W,
ings In order to stay the progress ofthe flames.
were
wires
down. Greater damage
C, Wyncoop, well known In Santa Fe,
The fire has taken hold of the sixteen story Call building and the flamesaro now burning fiercely on the inwas done on South Market Street. Fire
been
on
here
numerous occa broke out in
having
terior. As yet the fire has not spread above the fourth floor.
nearly every block in that
sions; Mrs. Fanny Britton of Cleve
The back of the Monandnock, an eleven story building just nearing completion, has fallen out and the flames
district.
land, Ohio, aunt of Mrs. Arthur Selig-maBusiness Section in Ruins.
threaten to cause a great fire loss.
and
are
are
within
a
AsPostal
block
flames
of
San Francisco, Cal., April 18. The
400 Bodies in Morgue.
The
the
Telegraph Company's building
rapidly nearing the
business
Los
section of the city from Maris
to
Western
18.
the
and
Union.
vacate
and
Angeles, Cal., April
Infor
this will shut off all
,The Postal Company
prepared
sociated Press
to
Mission
Streets and from the
mation
from
ket
San
to
i3
the'
Francisco
with
the outside world.
telegraphic communication
effect that "the Mechanics' Pavilion IS bay, back, is almost completely wreckFrom present indications the entire business district of both the wholesale and the retail stores, will likely
being used as a morgue. Up to 111 ed. Many buildings along. Market and
o'clock 400 bodies had been brought. Mission Streets have collapsed. Hun- fail a prey to the flames.

and ruin begApril 18. With a pall of smoke, overhanging ascene of devastation
the
into
streets, dead
on
all
sides, buildings crashing
garing description, with flames crackling and roaring
Gate City
Golden
the
ofthe
wounded,
bodies horribly mangled lying amid the debris and the cries and groans
thousands.
reach
this afternoon faces total destruction. The loss of life may reach hundreds or it may
The exact loss will never be known as many bodies were burned beneath the ruins of buildings.
in
Thousands are homeless. Children are separated from their parents and mothers seek for their babes
the ruins. The property loss will reach at least $50,000,000; it may be twice that amouut.
With the water system entirely out "of commission, engine nouses in ruins and the apparatuses and horses
butittd beneath them, the firemen are powerless to stop the spread of the flames. Dynamite is being used freely
on all sides but scarcely is a burning structure blown up than fire breaks forth again in a new section. The
and
firemen, their chief dangerously injured, are exhausted and disheartened. Their uniforms are blackened
San

Francisco,

Cat.,

LUTE BULLETINS
At 11 o'clock a. m., San
time, the PostaLemployes h
ed the office on account of t

.

nt

New York, April 18. The western
Union has established an office at San
Francisco at the Ferry building and
at 3:30 o'clock New York time, a message was received stating that a succession of slight shocks continue.
A
heavy southwest wind has sprung up.
In addition to the buildings mentioned
the Nevada Bank and the
Bank buildings have been destroyed. Every building In the city is
more or less damaged by the earthquake. The Call building has been
burned.
Anglo-Californ-

dreds

of people in the cheap tenement districts are reported kilted. The
residence portion was not greatly

.

.

Telegraph

If
n

I

Wires Down for Hundreds
of Miles.

No Details

r,

-

f

Chicago, April 18. The Union Pacific reports all its wires gone west
of Ogden. The shock seems to have
covered hundreds of miles.

dol-lar-

n;

If

damaged although more or less injured.
Six to Eight Blocks in Ruins.
New York, April 18. At 10:40
o'clock this morning the Postal received the following message:
"At 5:15 o'clock this morning a terrible earthquake shook San Francisco
doing damage in the district east of
Market Street, and practically destroying six or eight blocks of the manufacturing and wholesale distrlcts.,The
banking district was not seriously
damaged although some damage has
been done all over the city. Many
people were killed and wounded and
a portion of the town is on fire. Several buildings were dynamited and the
Associated Press office was also badly damaged.

i

at Hand.

New York, April 18. A report has
reached here that a severe earthquake
in San Francisco
wrecked
many
buildings and caused a terrible loss of
life this morning. Following it a number of fires broke out. The telegraph,
wires are down and the particulars.
cannot yet be learned.
Second Shock

at 8:15

a. m.

San Francisco, Calif., April 18. At
8:15 o'clock a. m. There has Just
been another shock which intensified
the panic. The people started for the
streets but the shock was only of short
duration.
.

-

i

Many Burled in Burning Wreckage.
San Francisco, Cal., April 18. The '
Valencia Hotel between 17th and 18th
Streets on Valencia Street, a five story
frame building toppled over Into the
street burying 75 people. A house on
14 th Street near the Valencia, . was
(Continued on Page Eight.)
n
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STOP "PISTOL TOTING."
The young man, who recently shot
and killed a conductor on a Pecos
Valley & Northeastern train in Roosevelt County, has been convicted ot
murder and sentenced to life imprisonment In the territorial penitentiary
where he now is. He was in the habit!
of carrying concealed weapons. Had
he not had a pistol the chances are
nine to one that the tragedy would!
not have occurred, This is an instance which again demonstrates that
the more promptly and efficiently the

In no city of the country

are irees more necessary for beauty

J

906

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dock
cms especlallv
tor the its a of justices
of the peace.
They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, In either
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly arid durably bound
with letitlier back and covers and can
vus, sides, have full index in fronl and
the' fees or justices of the peace and
constables printed iu full on Ihe flrsl
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches.
These books are made up in civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 320
pages eneli, or with boih civil and
criminal bound lu one hook, 80 pages
To In
civil and 320 pages criminal.
trodnce them they, are offered at the
following low prices:
$4 00
Civil or criminal
Combined civil and erlrulnnal .... $5.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 5 cents additional for a
c mblnatlon docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

and comfort than Denver. No small
Invest men l adds so much to a home as
trees. I urge all our citizens to assist
In making the day memorable for the
MAX. FROST, Editor.
large number of trees planted. In order to encourage and do its part the
city has purchased 10,000 trees, which
I'KKCY P KNIGHT,
will be distributed free: Each family
Secretary ami Treaaurer which will
plant and care for them
will be entitled to three trees, and will
Kntererf an Second Clasa Marter at be
given instructions as to planting.
rbe Santa Fe Postoiflce.
Citizens are not only Invited, but urg-'e- statutes against the carrying of concealed weapons in this Territory are
to call for trees."
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
Will the Santa Fe Board of Educa- carried out the better for all conI .25 tion and other citizens catch on to the cerned, the commonwealth especially.
Daily, per week, ly carrier
1.00 Idea or will
carrier
....
by
month,
Dally, per
they Justify the general One or two men dead, matter not
7S comnisnt that "Santa Fe is slow?"
much; one or two more men In the
Dally, per month, by mall
7.60
matter not
penitentiary for life,
Daily, one y ar by mall
4.00
much but the peace and dignity of the
THE GOOD WORK GOES ON.
Dally, six mouths, by mall
State
And still they come! Concerning the Territory and future Sunshine
Dally, three months, by mall .... 2.00
2 00 second and revised edition of the book matter a good deal, in this as well as
Weekly, per year
I 00
"To the Land of Sunshine" recently In every other violation of lis laws.
weekly, &U month, .
.75
Weekly, per quarter
gotten out by the Bureau of Immigra- The judges of district courts and the
tion, the McKinley County Republican, district attorneys can do no Letter
published at Gallup the county seat, work for the people than to Insist on
on
Advertising rates made known
makes mention of the hook in the fol- the complete and energetic carrying
implication.
out of the statute In such cases made
lowing manner:
the
of
Land
Sunshine'
"'The
report and provided.
The New Mexican Is the qjdest of the Immigration Bureau of this TerNEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
A ten hour schedule from New York
uewspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent ritory has Just made its second apare some bargains offered
Herewith
The latest product in the City to Chicago, is to be one of the
to every postoffiee in tba Territory, pearance.
Mexican Printing Com
New
the
by
ctrcula-ctoIn
of
the
future.
in d has a large and growing
boosting line for the Territory is way railroad achievements
Civil Procedure of the
of
Code
among th Intelligent and pro ahead of anything ever before attempt- New Mexico, however, the railroads patty:
New
of
Mexico, 1897, sheep
Territory
a
ed by the Bureau. The. book Is a are still vainly trying to maintain
tresalv people of the Southwest.
75c; Missouri
bound
bound,
$1.;
paper
mile an hour schedule besplendid advertisement for New Mex- twenty-fivCode
Missouri
$5;
forms,
Pleading
ico and if well distributed In the east tween Raton and Gallup via Albuquertwo
for
Ihe
Adapt$10;
can not help but attract the attention que. Perhaps, the completion of the Pleadings, $0;
1 .'.
New Mexico Code, Laws or New
in ed to
will bring the day
of home seekers to the Sunshine Ter- Belen cut-of- f
Mexico, 1S00, 1901, and 1903, English
ritory. The book is complete with pic- sight, when trains in New Mexico can and Spanish pamphlet., $2.25; full
tures of the various towns and places be depended upon to arrive on schedT II E BENEFIT OF FOREST REleather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
of
interest, and the descriptive matter ule time at least three times out of
SERVES.
Pamphlet, $2.75; .full leather $350;
four.
re
tells in a clear, terse way what the
Pocket
Cover
Flexible
According to the best calculations sources
Sheriff's
of the Territory are, where
or
two
made by Assistant Fores: Inspector M.
$1.25:
single,
Docket,
The mystery that seems to surround
for the farmer is, where
SuL. Erickson of the division of forestry, the best land
Mexico
New
$1
each;
more
books,
Indications encourage fur- the sudden retirement of President
who has recently made an examination the mineral
Nos. 3 to 10, in
is no mystery at preme Court Reports,
of
Cr.stro
Venezuela
those
where
and
ther
prospecting
of the .leniez Forest. Reserve in Rio
at
delivered
publisher's prlco,
The wily and avaricious Vene- elusive,
In the east threatens to be all.
Arriba County, two billions two hun- whose life
Corporation
Compilation
each;
$2.30
has accumulated
sufficient
an unfriendly zuelan
dred and sixty millions feet of matured shortened because of
Laws,
Mining
75c;
Compilation
Laws,
in
him
wealth
lo keep,
find a climate that will
luxury the rest
Mexico
and merchantable pine timber are on climate, can
New
of
Digest,
50c;
Money's
of his days and he Is not. the man to
delivered:
that reserve. At the very lowest, cal- renew their health. The "Land of
In future revolu- Reports, full sheep, $l'..5(i,
this
wealth
to
a
credit
the
is
Sunshine"
imperil
Territory
culation this is worth to the govern
blanks.
school
full
list,
to those who gathered and com- tions or debt collecting expeditions
merit $2 per thousand feet. Who says and
of foreign powers. Castro is one of
that Now Mexico is a timbeiiess coun piled the photographs and descriptive
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
those few smart mortals who know
ion.
informal
You
try? In addition, the inspector states "It Is the kind of a book which if when
ran get some bargains in the
they have enough and when It
that the arrangements are now nearly
line right now by calling
estate
real
ts
time to quit.
mil- read by one of those farmers bacli east,
complete for the sale of forty-fivon the reliable real estate dealers,
lions feet to saw mill men and that who is endeavoring to get a living out
&
Delgado. Office west side-Willi mob law in Missouri and Ohio Hughes
contracts for the cutting of this great of a. slerile patch of land that requires
of Plaza.
amount will be let at an early date. ;i fortune in fertilizers to bring out a and strike riots in Pennsylvania, New
will
sell
him
to
make
Mexico's condition as a peaceable
glad
There is evidently no danger tliat lum- poor crop,
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
ber manufacturing in Rio Arriba Coun- out and come to New Mexico to spend commonwealth is i ho more obvious.
new marriage license law re
The
the rest of his days."
Even leaving out of consideration the
ty will soon go out of business or comc-tquires
probate clerks to post three
climate, there are many compensations
a standstill. The timber on the Je
or
the new law In conspicuous
copies
for the man who leaves a sovereign
inez Forest Reserve alone will supply WOULD BE GOOD ALL AROUND.
in
each precinct. The New
"Las Vegas can lay claim to having state to take up his residence in the places
all the raw material for a dozen saw
has
Mexican
printed the law neatly
mills tor many a. year. As soon as taken the lead in the demonstration of Sunshine Territory.
on cardboard and is now ready to fill
New
in
scientific
Mexico.
dry farming
matured and older trees are cut, the
orders in English or Spanish at fifly
SaniWhen the President denounced the cents for each
younger trees, and there are many mil Not even the National Fraternal
poster. Probate clerks
lions of them on the reserve, will grow tarium promises more for the future fellow with the muck rake on Satur- should
their
orders Immediately,
enter
of
San
and
prosperity
faster and come to maturity and in development
day, he had newspapers of the Albu- as the new law went Into effect on
ten to twenty years will be ready for Miguel County than the farming of querque Journal stripe in mind. UnApril 14 1905.
our uplands by the Campbell system.
the fellow with the muck
cutting. The government builded bet
fortunately
ter than it. knew when it proclaimed a And the whole of New Mexico Is in- rake is so thick skinned and so
You can secure any form of legal
forest reserve within the limits of the terested in what we are doing and
that the well deserved blank at the New Mexican Printing
vill
do
here."
Las
Optic.
Vegas
In addition, there
Jemcz Reservation.
lecture will fail to impress him.
Company's office.
The Optic is correct. Extensive dry
are now- over 200,000 animals grazing
on
of
the
the
Las
farming
uplands
within its limits, namely, 185,000
The dueling system has taken a
Misheep, about 15,000 cattle and 2,000 Vegas land grant will make San
new and strong leasi of life in France.
horses. The creation of this reserve guel County prosperous beyond expec- A Frenchman has just invented a bul- will prove of lasting and great bene- tation. At the least calculation there t let, that while it hits will neither
fit to the government and to New are 100,000 acres of land where it is
(wound nor kill. The French aristocMexico. There will be no more forest believed the Campbell or dry system racy is again as crazy on
dueling as
fires to do- great damage, there Avill be method of agriculture can be carried .its members were during the
days of
cm
All
on
success
the
with
grant.
no more reckless and destructive cut
Louis the XIII, XIV and XV.
to the
ting of young timber, the vandal axe ;.hat section would be tributary
of the Titmber men will no longer de Meadow City and in a few years would
The Albuquerque
Fakir Journal
make of it one of the most thriving,
stroy the trees which are not fit, for
wants
a few niore!
its
indicted
manager
in
municipalities
the saw and which are too young for ind
times for criminal libel. It is very1
a
with
Southwest
and
(he
that
great
such a purpose: on the contrary the
likely that the desire of the Fakir!
growth of young timber will be encour- population.
sheet will be granted. As said before,1
aged, trees will be planted, the range
never fear! All iu due course of time.
the
will be kept, in good condition,
A MUCK RAKE SENSATION.
"He who laughs last, laughs best."
animals there will improve and the
Go away from home to learn
the
owners perforce will be compelled to lews. The El Paso Herald in its Sun-laThe town of Artesia in Eddy Counkeep them healthy under the officials
edition contains two columns of
ty
may be small but it is plucky. Its
The Children's Pavorita
of the division of forestry. The best an alleged dispatch from Socorro givlast week voted for a bond is-- !
CURES
people
in
timber culture and the ing the supposed details of a horrid
possibilities
sue of $50,000 for the construction of
Colda,
Cougha,
Croup and
of
trees
the
Rethereon,
pine
preservation
conspiracy entered into by leading
a water works system.
Whooping Cough.
the strengthening and improving of publicans of New Mexico to undo GovThla remedy in famous for Its omen over
the range to the fullest extent will al- ernor Hagerman and to make minceUrge part o( the olvilliied world. It c&u
It cost about $0,000 to run the Albu-- ,
always he depended npou. It oontaim iiu
so be subserved by the supervision and meat of his administration. One of
opium or other harmful dru and ma be
fire
querque
or
last
will
be
bestowed
the attention that
department
KUen at ooufldeatly to baby at to an adult
year
ihe men with the muck Take is eviPrice 25 eta; l&rga Size, 60 eta.
upon the- subjects by the officials dently at. work in Socorro, just as a almost as much as the city of Santa
Fe had to nfeet all of its expenses,
charged with such duty.
lew of that, gang are working tooth
Similar work is going on in the oth- and toe nail day in and day out and
er forest reserves in New Mexico, at nights wlih their muck rakes to
namely, the Pecos River, the Gila scrape dirt and create dissension in
River, the Lincoln and the San Mateo. the Republican
ranks in Albuquer
While uninformed persons may con que, in Las Vegas, in this city and
demn the present forest policy of the several other points in the Territory
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
United States, and no doubt there are These muck rake sensations may last
many who do so, in the long run and for a, little time, but In the end they
for the benefit of future generations are found out to he falsehoods, pure
OF PHILADELPHIA,
this policy will prove one of the great- and simple, and have no effect on sen
est blessings to the millions who will sible and decent citizens.
1, 1906 . . .
inhabit the coming state of New Mexor
of
Mexico
the
which
New
state
ico,
The city of Albuquerque last fis
shall be a part, for many years to
cal year had almost $70,000 to expend
come.
for municipal purposes. Roswell had
a
for that purpose while
MAKE SANTA FE A CITY OF FOL- almost $40,000
Santa Fe had to do the best It could
IAGE AND FLOWERS!
with something like $10,000. And yet,
KenThe pupils of the Louisville,
whenever improvements,
such as a
were
schools
a
given
holiday new
tucky
a
new
BERBER E
street
or
cross
H6EHGY
jail,
bridge,
last Friday with the understanding
are
there
the
ings
mentioned,
goes
up
the
would
flower
each
that
pupil
plant
al
seeds given him, 350.000 packages be- shout about oppressive taxation,
the
of
Fe
are
Santa
though
taxpayers
New
ing distributed for that purpose. What
a beautiful city Santa Fe would be asked to contribute only about
as much toward the municipal
this summer If each pupil in the public and private schools of this com- revenue, as the tax payers of Roswell
with much less grumbling. This
munity were to sow or plant a package pay,
of flower seeds and would attend to despite the fact, that both cities are
In population
and in
his or her. little flower garden in ac- about equal
the
difference
due to
wealth,
being
cordance with. instructions given upon
the grounds around each public school assessment methods rather than to
difference in the tax levy.
house!
Denver went one step farther than
The establishment of a new bank in
Louisville, and has distributed 10,000"
trees among the public school chil- Estancia, the county seat of Torrance
dren, all to be planted on Arbor Day, County, is becoming a necessity. The
Friday of this week. Mayor Speer has town does much business and a bank
STRONG LINE OF FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES
issued the following proclamation:
under territorial charter would pros
"Friday, April 20, 1900, has been set per there. There cannot he too many
apart by statute as Arbor Day and good and well conducted financial in
made a school holiday for the purpose stitutlons in New Mexico,
er--V
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Preen the Button we do the reat.

Hig1brg.

A. P

if Sa

FraacUco RtrM.

u

liao

Wm

a&d

e

e

Bktt

Af, Wax, FUhr r4 LtnM Drawn Wtrftt
Opalt, TurqtMlMa, Garnets and Othar ama.
MOTTO: T
Have Ma Beat f Everything la Our Un.

!anhu,
.

OUR

Wares ana Carlos

W

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop,

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Lrgt Sample
aatav SFVi,

Rooms lot Commercial Traveler!.

Werw aVfTr1o

"Wava n 1 n yton.

JLvamn

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

o

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes, Stationeiy.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

.

8ANTA

N M.

FE,

Chamberlain's

wide-awak-

ac
Fresh Flowers

Fresh Fruits

Time.

All U

Tmnimn

i

via

m

in Season

fwxfn

The ClaOd.0 Garden

e

San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedd,ing Bouquets, Decorations.

Floral Designs. .Telephone

No. 12. P.

0. Box 457.

Cough Remedy

y

J

Daily

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
.

. JACOB WELTMER . .

Pi

Nel Assets Jan.

Purely

.$72,080,567.51

General Agents for
Also General Agents

National Surety

UWW
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Uwaya

the

FjiB

.Namt

ax&uve Sber
Csrei Co!4 isiOneDy, Crjpto 3 D ayi

Jlfr9

en vary
has. 35c

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Mexico

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Forea.

Dudfow'i Office Building.

Co., of JJew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official
Bonds Lowest Rates.

xcu

MOtJTENIE

&

Mutual Insurance Company.

fHIICE

one-fourt- h

DUDROW

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
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I AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS .
'

OF SANTA FE.

There Is no surer or safer Investment than good Inside City Propery, but It takes money to handle propositions like this, and tad man with
small capital Is barred, Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small investor to place his savings
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal In proportion to that of his mora fortunate brother with- larger means. Tula chance is offered 'at

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant

THE GATEWAY
(Vhlch has all the

Pro flu $5S,0CI.

Surplus and Undivided

Capital $150,00.

Cahlr.

.
Loans
Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
on all kinds of personal and colterms
favorable
most
on
the
money
..,.,u n,.v anri ellc bonds and utocks In all markets for
uvmot.
" iui.b..
Its customers. Buys
makes tsleeraphlc transfers of monsy to all parts of ths civlllied
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
at the
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on tlms - deposits
month'or
on
six
a
cent
annum,
year's term.
per
rate of three per
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety. Dele respectfully soposit boxes for rr.t. The patronage of the public

f

things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, Including water of good quality, abundant In quantity at a depth of 35
eet below the surface, located In and tributary to the finest section of grazing country In the Southwest with agriculture In its Infancy; as flna an all
around climate as there Is In the world, with a punning, energetic class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. & S. F. Short Line ta the
Pacific. Wlilard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will 3oou advance. Better come now. The towttslte la owued by

-

J

monsy-transmlttln-

-

S

licited.

Willard Town and Improvement Company.

JOHN BICKER, Pr'a. and Gen. Mgr.
WILBUR A. DUN LAW, Vto Pr4
SVM. li. BERGER, Secretary.
Call oh or address JOHN W. CORBCTT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico. LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Store at Wlllard, ha charge of the sale of lota In the absence of Mr. Corbett.

Maine was admitted In A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding.
BUILDING ft NATION no statesman of the debatingoversight
school Druggists are authorized to refund
Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
variety Insisted on knowing how many money If PAZO OINTMENT falls to
The great danger of kidney troubles
of her people could read and write. euro In 6 to 14 day3. 50a
Is that they get a firm hold before the !
Michigan was admitted in 1837, fresh
sufferer recognizes them. Health i?
upon the trail of the French trader,
and the missionary, but no junketing
Back ache,
gradually undermined.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
senatorial committee coursed her pine
headache, nervousness, lameness soreforests to determine how many of her
ness, lumbago, urinary troubles, dropATTORN EY8-ALAW.
citizens signed their names with a
sy, diabetes and Bright'a disease fol
low in merciless succession.
cross. Florida was admitted in 1845,
Don't,
MAX. FROST.
neglect your kidneys. Cure the kid- "Uncle Simeon Speaks of the but even her subjection to Spanish
at law.
rule
for
did
rears
eventful
not
Attorney
neys with the certain and safe remmany
Modern Theory for AdNew Mexico.
call for the suggestion that her peo- Saat
edy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which has
cured people right here in Santa Fe.
mitting New States."
ple should be lined up in au English
HANNA & SPENCER,
of San
Charles Harris,
spelling match. Iowa was admitted in
"The
no
was
the
.there
time
Street,
aching
Miguel
1846; at
says:
Attorney! at Law.
thought
across the small of my back was not Specially Contributed to the of what a crop of statesmen she would Phone 66.
Office, Griffin Blk.
the kind that comes from overwork, it
some day produce, else we could the
New Mexican.
was deeper seated and much more
G. W. PRICHARD,
more readily understand how she slippainful, positively proving to me that
Attorney and Counselor at Law,
ped in without investigation. Wisconsome inward cause existed. When an
(Continued From Saturday.)
Practices In all the District Courts
sin was admitted In 1849, and though
attack was in the aggravated stage, I
her roads were the trails of the sav- and gives special attention to casea
XI .
could not stoop to put on a shoe or
age Indians and the trapper, and the before the Territorial Supreme Court.
lift any weight and if I managed to
"The new West in every respect is people were
pioneers less familiar Office, Capitol Bldg.,' Santa Fe, N. M.
stoop after suffering twinges when I thoroughly, even intensely national, in with spelling books than they were
to
went
excruciating its sentiment; it believes in Itself, and with the wilds of the forest, no acadstraighten
BENJAMIN M. READ,
pangs were sure to be my reward. is conscious of its power, but it ex- emic qualifications were made the reAttorney at law.
Doan's Kidney Pills procured at Ire pects its own greatest good to come
of their future citizenship.
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
quirements
land's Pharmacy stopped every ag- through its being an integral part of California, that, broad domain of the
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Av.
gravated attack."
the nation, and in close accord with miner, with all of her Spanish laws,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 national policies and purposes."
customs and population, was taken in
Foster-MilburN. S. Rose.
cents.
Co., Buflalo,
The above was the language
of with general rejoicing. Minnesota! George Spence.
SPENCE & ROSE.
New York, sole agents for the United Uncle Simeon in one of his
periodic Ah! Minnesota was admitted in 1858
States.
Attorneys.
discussions at the Club. By this state- with her foreign population, many of
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Remember the name Doan's and ment he
did not intend to convey the whom were unfamiliar with both the
take no other.
Specialities, Notary In Office.
idea that any part of this counry was English language and a Republican
Estancla.
New Mexico,
more national in its sentiment than form of government; and yet no naThe longer a man lives the more
another, but he was meeting the im- tive son of Norway or Sweden or the
mistakes he may be counted upon to
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
putation that the West is less so than native son of any other country arose
make. Russell Sage.
Attorney at law.
the East. Why should the West not iu the Senate of the United States and
Las Crucea, New Mexico.
believe in itself, especially in view of declared against her unfitness for
Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable.
District Attorney for Dona Aaa,,
the rapid progress it has made in ma- statehood, and that her people should
A happy home 18 the most valuable
terial development during the last two stay out of the Union because they Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counpossession that Is within the reach of decades.
Third Judicial District.
Being conscious of Its in- were foreigners or because they were ties,
mankind, but yon cannot enjoy Its
power, it is not foolish about not English scholars.
comforts if you are sufferjng from creasing
A. W. POLLARD,
it, nor does it propose to exercise such
Kansas, Bleeding Kansas, that now
rheumatism, You tnrow aside busi power in a selfish
Attorney at law.
spirit. The good It lies up against two territories, and alness cares when you enter your home
District
reto
Attorney, Luna County.
most
in geographical touch with the
expects
accomplish for itself it
and you can be relieved from those alizes must be done
. .
New Mexico. '
Demlng
"to
the
wound
third,
agape
through
healing
rheumatic pains also by. applying
inIt recognizes that It is an
afresh" came into the Union in 1861,
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. One applia. C, Wada,
of the nation and must lose Jay Hawkers and all; and yet no one J. H. Boiham.
part
tegral
concation will give you relief and Its
BONHAM & WADI,
or gain, as the nation loses or gains, called for a committee to examine
tinued use for a short time will bring from
Betheir case, on the ground that the EngAttorneys at Lav.,
any public policy adopted.
about a permanent cure. For sale by
Practlca in the Supreme and Dising a part of the nation, any advance- lish language was poorly rendered or
all druggists.
ment of a territory's interest corre- abused, or that she was not prepared trict Courts of the Territory, la thd
advances the interests of for such an important step, from an Probate Courts and before the U. S.
The tender care of a good wife is spondingly
the whole country. Making a territory academic standpoint. Judging by the Surveyor Oenerals and U. S. Land
the finest thing In the world. Russell a state Is not alone an
Laa Crucea, N. M .
advantage to recent performance of one of her Sen- Officers.
Sage.
the territory, but the benefits are felt ators, towards the territories of Arizo-nA. B. RENEHAN,
and New Mexico, modern Kansas
by other sections. In an effort to lift
Suffered for Five Years With Kidney a
In the Supreme and Dishave
Practices
must
the
she
a
and
do
forgotten
sympathy
give
territory
higher plane
and Liver Trouble.
the right of self government by mak- craved and received in her struggle trict Courts; Mlnulng and Land Law
it
"I suffered for five years with kiding it a state, there should be no sec- to become a state, but modern Kansas a Specialty. Rooms 8 9 Sena Bldg",
ney and liver trouble which caused se- tional jealousies.
cannot boast of the senatorial brains Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
vere pains across the back and a blindThe American citizen ts not only and statesmanship she once did, and
ing headache. I had dyspepsia and proud of his own state, but. he is proud after all it may be that the state has
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
was so constipated that I could not
of his nation, and the more the nation been buncoed a little in the selection of
(Late Surveyor General.)
move my bowels without a catharlle.
does for itself, the larger it grows by senatorial timber.
Attorney at law.
I was cured by Chamberlain's Stomach
"I have left Indiana for the last.
new states, the greater is his
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
adding
and Liver Tablets and have been well
There are plenty
&ud Mining Business a Specialty,
A family of states may be lik- Poor old 'Injiany!'
pride.
for six months," says Mr. Arthur S.
ened to a family of children.
They of good people in that state but the
Strickland, of Chattanooga, Term. For
tho same privileges and each is best of people sometimes make misenjoy
I. C. ABBOTT.
sale by all druggists.
on an equal footing with the other. takes. Think of Indiana the state in
at law.
Attorney
are
concerned in a common pur- which Lincoln found that a man knowIn the District and Su
Practices
They
Real charity is dispensed without
are treated alike in the ing a little Latin was looked upon as preme Courta. Prompt and careful atthe blare of trumpets. Russell Sage. pose. They
distribution of favors, but a territory a wizard! A scholar was regarded as tention given to all business.
does not belong to this happy group. being something dangerous in that
District Attorney for the Counties
Beware of Ointments for Cat It Is an orphan without parental care state, even after it ceased to be a ter- of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
affections, and like other orphans, ritory. Think of the airs that she is Juan, Santa Fa, New Mexico,
arrh that Contain Men ury, and
we
now and then, subsists on the now putting on through one of her
meet
will
sense
of
ad mercury
surely destroy the
iraull and completely derange the whole syscharities of others, very grudgingly Senators! There were no academiEMMETT PATTON,
tem when entering It through the mucous
cians there when she was admitted. In
and Counselor at Law.
surfaces. .Such articles should never he used extended.
Attorney
exoept on prescriptions from reputable
"A new theory is advanced for us,"! her youth she was simple and illiterBox 93, Roawell, New Mexico,
physicians, as the damage they will do Is
ate and occasionally when she em Office over Citizen's
te in fold to the good you can possibly derive said Uncle bimeon.
National Bani.
from them, Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufacployed a school teacher 'no qualifica
someone
"What
inquired.
theory?"
tured by t1'. i, Cheney & Co. .Toledo, O., con"That the people of the territories, tions were required beyond readin',
tains no mercury, and Is taken Internally,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
and cipherin', to the rule of
RftluE directly upon the blood and mucous and
especially the people sf this Ter- ritin',
Attorney at law.
surfaces of the system. In buying Hall's
Catarrh Cure he nurejou get the genuine. ritory, must become academicians be- three', says Mr. Lincoln. Her educa- Dlatrkt Attorney for Second Judicia'
tion
is
has spoiled her. Since she has
It
taken internally and made in Toledo,
y
District
Ohio, by F.J Cheney Co. Testimonials free, fore they should be permitted to
.Mild by Druggists.
Price ?5c. per bottle.
the privileges of statehood.
In grown up and commenced to wear
In
Practices
the District Court an I
store clothes, she is making faces
Take Hail's i amiiy Pills for constipation. other
words, according to Senator
the
of the Territory;
Court
Supreme
through her Senator, at everybody else
also before the United States Suprein
The time taken for physical exer- Small, they should be fit for school who is not college bred."
masters before they should reach' the
cises Is a gain and not a loss.
So taking the list all through we find Court In Washington.
coveted boon of controlling their own
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
no academic qualifications
proposed
affairs of state."
Cold
a
While
for any of the territories till we come
Burglar.
Hunting
Caught
"Academic qualifications
for some
OSTEOPATHY.
Mr. Wra. Thos. Lanorgan, provincial
to the last of them. Our rights are
bereason
or
were
other
never
urged
Constable at Chapleau, Ontario, says:
to be measured by a new rule. New
as a condition precedent to a
DR. CHARLES A. WHEEl ON,
"1 caught a severe cold while hunting fore,
statesmen of the Senator Small kind
admission, Take the great have
territory's
in
a burglar
the forest swamps last
Osteopath.
us new ideas. In the light
given
adNo. 103 Palace Ave.
fall. Heaving of Chamberlain's Cough state of Ohio, for instance; it was
of this wonderful discovery think, onlv
mitted into the Union in 1802, but no
think how Washington, Jefferson, Lin Successfully treats acute and chronlo
Remedy, I t.ned it, and after usiing two
small bottles, I was completely cured." inquiry was made into the education coln, Grant and other great men mis- diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
This remedy Is intended especially for of Its people. In other words, there conceived their duties, and what would
were no academic qualifications rePhone 166.
have happened to many of the terri- Hours: 2 m., 5 p. m.
coughts and colds. It will loosen and
relieve a severe cold in less time than quired such as Senators Small, Nar- tories, had these men and other statesrow, Short and Chance would require men of
by any other treatment and is a favortheir day not overlooked what
MINING ENGINEERS.
of the people of the western territoite wherever Its superior excellence
Senator Small has discovered!
v
V,
For sale by all ries."
has becom known,
Mr. Bigot while he enjoyed. , Uncle
CONY T. BROWN,
Louisiana was admitted in 1812, but Simeon's
about
the
druggists.
remarks
other
Mining Engineer.
one will look In vain for any of the
at once became invisible when Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
states,
academic qualifications discovered as the
WINTER TOURIST RATES.
old man came to Indiana.
School of Mines.
essential by these modern statesmen.
To Santa Fe, N. M.
(To be Continued.)
New Mexico.
Socorro,
Arkansas was admitted in 1836, but
no
was
civil service examination
there
Chamberlain's Salve is good for any CIVIL ENQ'RS AND SURVEYORS,
Tell your friends In the east that as to the educational or moral stand
winter tourist rates are now In ef- ing of her people. Think what troub disease of the skin. It allays the itchCORBETT & COLLINS,
fect to Santa Fe, N. M., via the Santa les Arkansas missed by Senator Small ing and burning sensation Instantly.
Civil and Mining Engineers.
Fe Route. The round trip" rate from not being in the Senate In 1836. Mis For sale by all druggists.
U. Ss Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Chicago Is $62,10, Kansas City and sissippi, admitted In 1817, ran against
A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Atchison, $42.10, St. Joseph $43.20. no academic 3nags. Illinois, admitted
Aseaylng.
Makes a man feel at peace with the Giast
These1 tickets are on sale dally until In 1818, was made
Santa Fe, N. M.
iida Plata
happy in the thought whole, world. You can get It, at tbe
return that no census was taken to deterApril 30th, 1905, and carry
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter,
limit until June lat, 1906.
mine liow many college graduates she
HIRAM T. BROWN,
H. 3. LUTZ,
had. Alabama was admitted In 1819,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
and no one tried to count the number
We print the latest and best news
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
New Mexican advertising pays.
of school houses there were within her The New Mexican.
New Mexico.
Santa F,
DANCER IN DELAY.

boundaries.

1820, and by some singular
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MEW MEXICO MILITARY
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Statehood fqrnewmexico
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THE MILITARY SCHOOL OP NliW MEXICO
Efltabllshed an4 Sapported by tbe Territory.
RIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Extern

furnishings and equipments modern and comall conveniences.
.;luc.lrlivliMitd, baths, watr-works- ,
plete; steftiii-ufMaSession Is
session.
U0
per
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,
bree terms of thirteen weeks each.
noted health resort, 3,70(1 feet above soa level;
ROSWKII I
September to Jnue.
Sunshine every
W. M Reed, W, M. Atkinson, W. A.
(affa,
Nathan
REGENTS
FUUv nd E. A. Cahoon
COL J. W. WILLSON, Slipt.J
For particulars address
New buildings,

CoMef;38.

day-fro-

0J0 CALIENTE I&T SPRINGS.
tLese waters tasbeen thoroughly teat
These Celebiated Hot Springs are
ed by tho miraculous cures attested to
located In the nildst ot the Ancient In LUe
diseases:

Paralysis,
following
miles west
Rheumatism, Neunlgla, Consumption,
of Taoa, and fifty inllea north ot SanU Malaria, might's Disease of the Kid
Bar-ancneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Altec
Fe, an about twelve miles from
tiona, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Rio
and
Station on the Denver
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
Grande Railway, from which point a
and bathing $2.50 per day; $1
lodging
dally line of stages runs to the sprlngn.
$50 per month. Stage meet
week;
per
Is
waters
The temperature of these
and waits for Santa Fe
Denver
trains
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
This resort Is at
train
request.
upon
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
and Is open all
seasons
all
at
tractive
the
year
very dry and delightful
OJo Callente
for
winter.
Passengers
round. There Is now a commodious
9 a. m., and
at
Fe
leave
can
Santa
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
m. the eamf
Callente at 4
reach
Ojo
ana lounsis. meso waioio
from Santa
round
for
Fare
trip
1,888.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day.
For further
to
$7.40.
Fe
OJo
Callente,
Hot
gallon, being the richest alkaline
addreia
particulars,
of
The
In
world.
the
efficacy
Springs
Sllff Dwellers,

twenty-fiv- e

a

hjiui

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.fll

Ojo Caliente. Taos County,

J.

IV.

IF. AKERS.

AT.

N

TOWN SEND.

"The club

99

Wished line of goods formerly curried at
The old
been ad Jed to our stock. We buy ottrv
has
Place"
''Our
iu
government bond and can guarantee absolute
goofk
Side entrance
purity. Klegant club rooms in connection,
to Coronndo Hotel."
e.--ta

AKERS

&

TOWNSEiND,

Proprietors.

lmi

J

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Door s
ALL KINDS OP BUILDING MATERIA!

Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stovs
Delivered to Any
CERR1LLOS
Part of the Cityis
and HAGAN

VfYAl
vUAL

TRANSFER ad 8TORAGK: We HaiTl Terytaiat Movable.
Branch Office and Yards at Cerrilloa, M . M.
Phone 35 Santa Fe.

COAL g WOOD
Union and Monero Screened Lump, per ton.
Good Commercial ltotoo Nut

.....

.

.'..$5.50
5.00

Screened Ttome.sHc Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OFF l E: Garfield Avo., Near A., T.

A S.

P. Depot.

''Phone No.

85.

P. F. HANLEY.
-D-

EALER IN- -,

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
8PECIAr,TIEBOid Crow, McBrayer
Guckenliehner Rye--, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Wbiakiea.
OUR

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA FE

.

eu-Jo-

2--

'

SaU Pe New
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PRING OPENINGM
Now we ate showing
the largest line of samples in the history of
oar business. 3 7 5 0
samples 1o select from!
1

THE PARTICULAR
MAN wants his Spring
Suit ready tof at on the
moment

he

feels like

wearing it.
THE FORGETFULL
MAN waits until the
warm days are here and

then worries about his
suit and often in his
hurry selects a suit that
never pleases him.

NOW!
The new Cheviots and
Worsteds in Single and
d
sty les are
here. Cut with the long
roll narrow lapel, in fact
will be made in any style
you may desire of the very
Doable-Breaste-

latest cub.
And when SALMON
makes you a suit you feel
like you arenicely dressed.
Prices:

i

BACK iF YOU WANT IT IS

IHE

WAY IT GOES

HER1

I

JUST RECEIVED CAR OP .JERSEY CREAM FLOUR

WE HAVE
TWO GRADES OF COLORADO FLOUR.

FRESH FROM THE MILL WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR.

i

GRAHAM FLOUR.
RYE FLOUR.
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN MEAL.

-

CANDV

Bowels

CATHARTIC

Special

j
T

t

Pleasant, Palatnble, Potent, Taste Good, Do Good,
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, lOe, 25c, 50c. Never
sold In bulk. The genuine tablet atamped OOO.
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 591

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

Enterprise and well known in Taos
and Santa Fe Counties, has spent the
past week in Trinidad, Colorado, looking after property interests in that
town. His mother, Mrs. 0. D. Staplin,
died in Pueblo, recently after a long
Mr. Staplin was with his
illness.
mother for several weeks before her
demise and Is now settling matters
connected with her estate. He was
a member of the Iloue of Representatives of the 34th Legislative Assembly from Taos County and male a
very good record in that capacity.
Miss Anita Becker, of Belen, well
known in this city, is in Albuquerque, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
Frost. .
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Schuman, of
this city, who are in San Francisco,
are believed to be safe, although no
word from them has been received.
Mrs. Bitton, of Cleveland, Ohio, an
aunt of Mrs. Arthur Seligman, reach
ed Sara Francisco Sunday and was a
guest at the Palace Hotel. Mrs. Selig
man has not heard from her, but believes she is safe.
Professor J. J. Vernon, of the Col
and Mechanic
lege of Agriculture
Arts, at Mesilla Park, arrived in Las
Vegas this noon and tonight will deliver a lecture on dry farming In New
Mexico in the Meadow City.

Men's

r Suits.

suits are
the suits of STYLE and QUALITY. They
are the best fitt'nr, best looking and best
wearing clothes made in the city. We
make all styles in Spring Suits and Coats
also Ladies' Skirts and the Prices are Right.
If you are a r an of high ideals in the matter of FIT, STYLE and QUALITY we want
you to give us a call. We would like to
have you compare our clothes critically
with others you have had at the same price.
You need not be an expert to see the value
Madc-to-Orf-

U

Our

of our productions. After you have worn
our clothes for a season you will be ready
to say that you never before had clothes
that kept their shape and fresh appearance

Waugli, a Denver knight of the
grip, was In the city today, and called
on the trade In the Interest of his
firm.
so
O. L. Haskell, wife and daughter,
J. Inez Haskell, were in Santa Fe toFor Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods Haute in the City of Santa Fe
day en route from the coast to their
homo in Denver.
L. C. Barton and Charles E. Veeder,
T'. 0. Box, 21D.
Phone, No. 36.
mining men from Williams, Arizona,
were in the city last night en route to
points in Colorado.
I. D. Cross,
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
traveling "out. of St.
Louis for a dry goods house, was in
Santa Fe today on commercial busi
ness for his firm.
H. C. Applegate, traveling for a St.
Louis dry goods firm, called on Santa
Fe merchants today and displayed a
Lettuce, Radishes
evcrv Wednesdav
line of new spring goods.
tuifl Friday.
nsMMiHtt
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-fordon't men n epjis from the
left last evening for Albuquerque
warehouse, or eggs gathered from every
and Los Lunas on official business. He
part of the country. Itmennseggs that
me newlv laid, (gjjs that an invalid can
will be absent spveral days.
eat without risk.
Frank J. Horn, son of "Daddy" Horn
a resident of this city, arrived here MORE HOMESEEKERS
last, night from Ft. Wayne, Indiana
FORESTANCIA
in lenten fi oils of all kinds in canned
and will remain In Santa Fe.
sea foods, Salmon, Shrimps, Lobster
Mrs. F. Harper, of Denver, Colora Five Arrived This Morning Fifteen
and In other canned fish we have fresh
do, was in 'the city today en route to
More Are Due This Evening
hnd delicious. Our Clam Bouillon, Clam
coast.
the
vis
the
forenoon
She spent
.in ire and Clams. Also whole genuine
Valley Filling Rapidly.
Homeseekers are bent for the
iting the Capital City's interesting
Georgia Codfish, Smoked Finnan Had-dieSalmon Halibut, White Fish and
sights.
Valley and are arriving there
Bloaters wl'i be found verv appetizing
This
Robert S. Dcmmler, a tourist from daily in satisfactory numbers.
and nourishing on fast days.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, who has been morning five Intending settlers from
Baltimore fresh Oysters every Wedtraveling through the southwest, stop western Missouri reached the town of
and Friday.
nesday
with
view
a
to
Estancia
inspecting
ped in the Capital City today en route
Psu'ltry and Fresh Celery, Hothoues,
the public lands in the valley und mak
home.
entries. From the
W. M. Mays, ft railroad man from ing homestead
of
seat
Torrance
County, they
county
Prescott, Arizona, was in the Capital
to
Fe
come
to
will
Santa
TELEPHONE NO.
perfect their SAN FRANCISCO STR2ET.
to
He
en
is
route
City last night.
GenDenver where he will visit friends entries at the local land office.
eral Manager S. B. Grlmshaw, of the
and relatives.
STOVES AND RANGES
Santa Fe Central Railway, who was
Mrs. Ella Spellman, a tourist en
in St. Louis during the forepart of
Buy one of the famous Qulckmeal
route to California from Kansas City
the week in attendance on the convenJtangeg and save money, None better.
Missouri, stopped in Santa Fe today tion of Southwestern
Commercial
We carry the finest line of Stoves and
and spent her time here in seeing the
this morning telegraphed AsClubs,
Ranges In the city and our prlcea are
things of interest
sistant Treasurer Frank Dibert, of the
right.
Hon. Aniario Chaves, assistant su- road, that fifteen homeseekers from
perintendent of public instruction, eastern Kansas, under the charge of
went to Albuquerque last night on J. C. Maxwell, of Estancia, will arrive
official business. He expects to re in this
city this evening and from here
turn to the Capital Friday.
We have an excellent line of new
will pay a speedy visit to the Estancia
at our mporlnm. Get rid
Furniture
will
George Stern and son, who have Valley. If they are pleased they
of your old furniture. We will buy H
been employed in Las Vegas for some select locations and make homestead
get. AH goods delivered free. We
time, were In the city today. This entries under the U. S. land laws
will give yon all the time you want to
not
ex
east.
like
the
are
the
above
Mr,
for
left
Items
the
evening they
Stern having secured employment on ceptlon, but the rule, if this keeps
tay.
on and it is believed that it will for
the Rock Island Railway.
D. S. LOWITZKI,
C. T. Brown, the Socorro mining some time to come, the Estancia Val
Lower
San Francisco St,, Santa F.
engineer, left his home at Socorro, ley will be settled and thickly popuwithin
lated
months.
twelve
another
this morning for the Cook's Peak mining district in Luna County where he
will Inspect
mining properties for BELEN TO RIO PUERCO.
LETI A'HUGHRS.
IFBANCISCO PELUAfiO.
eastern capitalists. He will be in the
HUGHES & DELGADO.
district two or three days.
Bids Asked for Construction of Re
in
foreman
of
Roy Fischer,
charge
maining Part of New Mexico
the convicts' camp on the Scenic High'
Eastern Railway.
We have some choice property for the person with small capital and tUo
way, one mile east of this city, re
The Santa Fe Railway has called
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list ol property.
turned last evening from Hicksville, for bids upon which to let contracts
Office West Side of Plaza,
:
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
atOhio, where he went a week ago to
for the last section of the Belen cuttend the funeral of his father who died off. This is the. line from Belen to
at 'his Hicksville home recently.
Rio Puerco, which will connect the
N. A. Johnson, of Easton, Pennsyl- new line with the coast lines south of
vania, arrived in the city Saturday Albuquerque, and which will complete
from Tucson, Arizona. Mr. Johnson the new line. The Rio Puerco end
spent part of the winter dn the Ari- of the cut-of- f
has been left to the
zona town for 'the benefit of his last because the construction of the
health. He enjoyed his visit here line from Belen east presented far
He left, yesterday for his greater engineering
greatly.
and
problems
eastern home.
necessitated much more time,. The
"Miss Hattie Eames, daughter of Rio Puerco end, however,
presents
the late engineer, A. F. Eames,, of the some pretty engineering problems.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
A number
of
Santa Fe division, left for Las Vegas
prominent conon the
on a visit to ner sister, Mrs. S. A. tracting firms are figuring
Smith. Miss Eames expects to return work and it Is not probable that the
to El Paso to make her home." El contracts will be let for this work for
Paso Herald. Miss Eames was for a some weeks to come.
We
number of years a resident of Santa
HEALTHY CHILDREN.
Fe.
LEAD
There is nothing better for weak,
H. B. Chris tensen, of Mankato, Minof Mrs. T, B. puny children than Dr. Lauritzen's
nesota, brother-in-lain
the city on a Health Table Malt. It makes them
Catron, Hpent today
TEDDY
And being
Mr. strong, fat and hearty.
visit at ,the Catron residence.
can
result
Chrlstensen Is en route from Los An- absolutely
in good for the little ones,
geles, California, to Minnesota, but ex- - only
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMINO.
For sale by
jpects to make his permanent home in J
Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalmer.
& CO.
H
3.
KAUNE
the California town. His wife and one
Phone 2(5.
daughter have preceded him there.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38.
Thornton S. Smith, of the Denver
QUALITY considered, none equal us. We carry the Ja gest
Republican, has accepted the position u. 9. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
assortment of household goods in the city.
of city editor of the Daily New MexiForecast for New Mexico.
can to relieve W. F. Brogan, who together with E. T. Hannan, his predePartly cloudy tonight and Thursday
The best range on earth. We guarantee this range to give
cessor as city editor, will spend the with local showers; cooler weather
summer in a mining and cattle camp Thursday.
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
the
thermometer
Yesterday
registered
at Victorio Springs in the Florida as follows:
We have just received two cars of high grade Furniture of
all the Latest Styles..
Luna
Mr.
Smith
Mountains,
County.
Maximum temperature, 83 degrees at
Js a young man of considerable jour- 4:40
m.
p.
We will furnish you from the parlor to the kitchen "on easy
nalistic experience in Wisconsin and
Minimum temperature 35 degrees at
- payments. Our stock is complete.
, 3:10 a.m.
Colorado and comes highly,
The mean temperature (or the 24
ITe will lenra Denver
for
'
No. 1.
No. 10.
hours was 49 degrees.
Santa Fe tonight.
Mean relative humidity 65 per cent
Fnnl; Pfrplin, of Fnrnilnsclon, 'proTemperature at 6:00 a. ra. today, 41
prietor and editor of the Farmlngton degrees. '
,T.

permanently.

X--

Dependable Eggs

'

cold-stora-

ge

Insurance and Real Estate

Bars Pride of Denver Soap for 25 Cents.

S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
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CHARLES WAGNER

Advertise in yonr home paper and note the results that follow.
Be enterprising.

'

I

Incorporated 1903.

.

OUR SPECIAL:
1

The

Established 1856.

Furniture.

needs no introduction.)

THREE GRADES OF KANSAS FLOUR.

,

yitjj)

SeugmanBros.Co.

H. S. KAUNE & CO., Leading Grocers,

WINTER GROCERY CO.
(It

s
"Camrei"
"Having taVou your wonderful cured
of itomacb
mouths and being. entlrelj
oatarrh and djmpepula, I think a word of praise la
iaeto"C'ucreta,rfur their wondorful composition,
remedies
other
I have taken numerousI find
that Cascarets relieve
knt without avail and
more In a day than all the others 1 have takes
would In a jear."
James MoOuue, 10S Meroer St., Jersey City, N. J.

s,

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

3

mm

Choice Delicacies

athan Salmon
219-251-25-

A.

d

$17.50

i

j

Knight, a Si. Louis 'drummer,
called on local dealers today.
Elmer E. Dixon left today for Denver and Greeley for a ten days' visit.
J. C. Dawe, representing a Denver
grocery firm, today interviewed Santa
Fo dealers.
0. B. Brandon, a knight of the grip,'
from St, Louis, called on Santa Fe
dealers today.
'Miss Bertha Staab is home from a
visit to Boston, New York and other
eastern cities.
Frank S. Davis, a traveling man
from Trinidad, called on his local
trade in this city today.
L. P, Ballin, representing a Denver
wholesale house, was in Santa Fe on
commercial business today.
'
M. Eagle, a traveling
man from
San Francisco, was in the Capital City
today In the interest of his firm.
Edward Butts, a tourist from Manhattan, Kansas, visited the Capital
City today, en route to the coast.
V. L. Burton, traveling out of
St.
Louis for a wholesale house, was in
Sunta Fe today in the interest of his
II.

C.

Skip all this worry and hurry this spring
and make your selection

MONEV

"PERSONAL MENTION

Arm.

WHY NOT

$22.50 $26.50
which will cost you at any
other place at least one
thfrd more.

Mexican, Wednesday. April JS, 1906.

Yoti Ae Invited I

Ftamit we

Co,

j

To Call At

are as far in the

OUR STORE

as

And Inspect Out Large and Assorted
Stock of Spring and Summer Goods.
I Such as is Carried By a First Class

in representing the
PEOPLE
1

All Out Heaters Go at Greatly

The Great Western Banquet Range

Reduced Prices for Ten Days

The W. A. McKENZIE

Ha&dwa&e
228 San Francisco St.

s

Stoe

Telephone 14.

rpcmn-mendPd-

Telephone

4J

Residence Phone

Santa

FeNw Mexican,

5

Wednesday, April 16, 1906.

Prepare In Time

THE ORIGINAL
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Francisco Ortiz, the
son
of Frank Ortiz, an employe in the
. press room of the New Mexican office,
had his left leg broken at the hip and
knee while drawing water from the
well at his home on San Francisco
street this morning. The curbing of
the well fell on his leg, causing the
injury.
W. R. Smythe, of Canon City, Colorado, who is in charge of the office of
Corbett & Collins in the absence of
both, will commence to put down the
cement pavement on Grant Avenue,
just as soon as the necessary cement
is received here. There are two cars
on the road and these are expected to
arrive dally.
Harry Hussy, third trick dispatcher
of the D. & R. G at Alamosa burst a
blood vessel while coughing and died
at his desk before anyone could reach
him. Deceased is survived by a wife
and three children. He was well liked
and respected by everyone, and hia
many friends grieve over his death.
The remains were taken to Jacksonville, Illinois, for burial.

I I

WUl W imJAXl&I

aAUUI

Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
IRELAND'S

ther man

is as follows:

j

one going out, one working, and an-ercooler weather Thursday. The; oilier coming in.
"So far, we have had no laborers
temperature at 6 a. m. today was 41
from
Santa Fe and that was my
minimum
reached
The
yesdegrees.
was 63 degrees at 4:40 p. m., json for coming here.
I have talked
and the minimum registered was 35 de- - with a number of citizens and they
grees at 3:10 a. m. There was a mean have referred me to men, who they
temperature for the day of 49 degrees, think will take employment if it Is
and a mean relative humidity of 55 offered them. The men in the camp
are well takon care of and good wages
per cent.
are being paid. I expect to take twenty men out of Santa Fe, If they can
LOOKING FOR LABORERS bo secured.
"It is my opinion that there will be
For Grading Work on the Belen Cu- much railroad construction work done
in New Mexico and Texas during the
toffOperations Being
Rushed.
next few years, as a natural consequence to the rapid manner in which
Charles E. Pearce, head clerk and the country is being' settled. With
paymaster for Grant Brothers' Con- new towns starting and the agriculstruction Company, which firm has tural and mining districts being develdone, grading work on the Belen cut- oped, railroads will become profitable,
In all chronic diseases and diseases off, was in Santa Fe today looking for and I expect to see a great deal done
of women osteopathy seems to have men, it. being the intention to rush the in the railroad business line."
met. with better results than any other work to completion as rapidly as posmethod of healing. The treatment is sible.
CLAYTON CULLINGS.
"The grading on the cutoff," aid
natural and scientific and bases upon a
to
a
Mexican
Mr. Pearce
New
reporter
thorough understanding of the laws of this
Items From
morning, "is progressing satisfac- Social and Personal
inan
and
anatomy
physiology. Many
Union County.
and we expect to have it. comtorily
valid has turned to this method as a
in three months.
We have a
last resort and is now a firm believer pletedforce of men
but wish
Clayton, N. M., April 18. H. J. Hamemployed,
good
in osteopathy.
Dr. Wheelon, the Os- to
additional laborers so that mond, president of the First National
secure
teopath, 103 Palace Avenue.
in case any part, of the "gang" leaves, Bank, has returned from Kansas City.
Dr. J. C. Slack and daughter, Miss
The weather forecast as received by the work will not be retarded. In a
the New Mexican from the local wea- - railroad camp it usually takes three Neva, left for Mineral Wells, Texas.
Wednesday, whore they go for the
benefit of Miss Slack's health.
A. W. Tanner and son, of Kenton,
!
out
hair
That
combs
When the
badly
Oklahoma,
passed here last week on
is the time you want to know exactly
home
from Mineral Wolls,
their
way
founded
what to do. Here is advice
Mr. Tanner says the
where
Texas,'
on an experience of half a century
waters proved very beneficial for him.
Use Ayer's Hair Vigorl It feeds the
gives life and strength to the
Miss Minnie Slack left this week
hair. The hair stays in. erows rapidly . keeps soft and glossy. There is hand
for
Denver, where she goes to take n
T
CO.,
some hair in every bottle of Ayer's Hair Vigorl
Lowif MH.
in
teacher's course of .instruction
music.
Mrs. Joseph Price, who has been
WRITE TODAY FOR OUR BEAUTIFUL
Mrs. Simon
visiting her daughter,
to
returned
Bltterman,
Wednesday
JEWELRY CATALOG No.49.
Socorro.
We show many articles from our fine
Mrs. J. A. Barton, of Kenton, Oklastock of Diamonds, Watches, jewelry homa, is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
and Silverware. Prices are attractive, Weshiponap-prova- l W. P. Giles.
JEWELERS
and pay all shipping expenses on mailorders.
4TH St BROADWAY
Herman Blanohard, of the MacKen-zi- e
CATALOG
WRITE FOR IT TODAY
FREE.
LOS ANGELES
ranch oh the Cimarron, was here
this week.
F. B. Drew, of Kenton, was in the
city Tuesday on business.
M1ss Ida Melton has been quite sick
for the past few weeks.
A. S. Palmer, of Kenton, was here
this week receiving a shipment of furshow-

-
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(Continued
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The Season

in the

Hand for You

packaqb

PHARMACY.

Partly cloudy gangs to keep things moving smoothly,

toulght and Thursday with local

LAXATIVE
HONEY and TAR

a Supply

Now

at

to Get

of Garden

Tools and Seeds

RESOURCES.

.

GARDEN
SEEDS.
We have just received a large supply of alfalfa seed, blue grass, orchard
grass, lawn grass. Also garden and
flower seeds, onion sets. Our seeds
are new and of the highest quality.
Our new stock of garden and ranch
.
tool Is now in,

From Page Eight.)

cultivated lands are just becoming
to the investor, the immigrant
and the homeseeker.
"It has been believed until recent
years that very little of our land could
be used for any purpose other than
for grazing our herds of cattle and
flocks of sheep; that our great deposits
of coal were so remote as to make
them of little value. But now all this
is changed, and the makers of empire,
the home builders in their progress
westward no longer pass us by. Under the improved methods of agriculture great areas of land which have
hitherto beon looliPd upon as mere
boundless prairies, are being eagerly
taken up by those pushed out of the
crowded easjern states. As in Arizona, so too in New Mexico, is being
demonstrated the wonderful possibilities of irrigation. Much has been
done in this line, and much more will
he done by private capital, but the future of irrigation which is still in its
Infancy, depends with us as it does in
known

Paints, Oils and Wall Paper
In

!

this line we are the
Leaders. Call and in
spect our stock-

We carry large lines of paints, oils,
glass and putty. Johnson Floor Wax
and Specialties, Furniture Polish,
and Morocco, Wall Finishes,
Complete line, with prlre that sell
the goods.
WALL PAPER.
We have added this line to our stock.
You will find it the largest aud newline ever shown here. Call und
est
states
other
and
upninny
territories,
on one of the most beneficient and see us.
far reaching laws ever enacted by any
natlou nr. any time. I refer to the
naitonal reclamation law, which Governor Kibbey has already mentioned, a
law which will make it possible to put
all the available water to beneficial
use, so that it will produce the greatWe have secured the agency for
est, good to the greatest number
of
the Spaulding Bros.' celebrated"Spor
The provisions of this law
people.
Ing Goods and will be headquarters
which will prove of vast benefit to our
this line of goods.
for
are
carried
with
out
being
Territory
deliberation and care by the officer
of the federal government, who hold
HARNESS.
SADDLES, WAGONS.
the welfare of the people of the ter-r- i
"We"have an immense "stock of these
lories very near their hearts. Of no
useful articles and it will pay you to
one ts this more true than ot your
step In and examine them.
fellow townsman, of whom you are so
the
of
In
the
justly proud
Secretary
QUEENSWARE.
terior, Ethan A. Hitchcock, who is albeautiful goods. If you
New
and
to
of
the
hear
needs
and
ways glad
accede to the reasonable desires of the
want anything In this line visit our depeople of our Territory.
partment which has the most complete
"Much has already been done with
line ever offered here.
us through irrigation. There are tens
of thousands of acres of prosperous,
irrigated farms, and there will be tens
of thousands more in a few years.
There are tracts of land five hundred
acres in area, which fifteen years ago
could be bought for three dollars per
niture.
over a hun
acre, which now
Lon Sears, of the Curruinpaw, was dred car loads of produce
annually. The
apples
in the city this week after supplies.
possibilities of irrigation have long
R. P. Erveln and M. Herzstein were been
No. 250 San Francisco Street,
recognized, but It Is only very
in Trinidad last week on business.
recently that we have understood what
No.
40
No.
Market
4.
Meat
Telephone
Messrs. Hadden and Evans, from can be done without
(irocerv Telephone
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
irrigation. Now
Gillespie County, Texas, passed here even the most skeptical know that
We msik.) a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
Monday on their way to the J. J. our farming will by no means be con
FEED.
,
BARGAINS.
and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Promp'
ING
follow
the fined to lands that can be
Ranch, where they will
irrigated.
We are offering some specials in a
Hay, grain, feed, alfalfa aud bran "chuck wagon" this season.
Send for Catalogue.
Attention.
It has been demonstrated that in many
number of lines. These prices are de- can be bought from us iu any quantity
was a nice, well attended
There
510 South Broadway
UniAl kfcltiy
nil
portions of our Territory, the best of
cidedly less than the goods are worth. and of the best quality. Oitr prices dance at Woodmen Hall last night.
nUWLAI1U06
UU, LOS ANGELE8, CAUF.
can
be
without
aid
raised
the
crops
10 oz. cJKis Rocky Mountain Cream .05 will he found reasonable.
The HUG (Happy, United Girls') of
Irrigation, and thousands of people
0f
Melta Ceres, per package
MEAT MARKET.
Club gathered Friday evening of last are
rushing .into these sections, the
05
Cero Fruto, per package
We pride ourselves on the high week, each member costumed to rep land offices are overworked and rail
05
Neutrita, per package. ...
of meat that we send out. Not resent the title of some well known roads rushed with business.
Our coal
15 grade
8 lb. cans Baltimore Pears
how cheap can we get meat, but how book. Miss Windsor received first deposits are no
remote; they
longer
3
cans Burro Baked Beans.. .25
all titles. They are
good, is our aim. Poultry, fish, saus- prize for guessing
being eagerly secured and rapidly
CANDY.
voted their charming exploited millions of dollars are beages, boiled hams, smoked and pickled unanimously
We have a very large assortment, of pork and hams in great variety. It hostess, Miss Inez Eklund, their many ing spent in building railroads to reach
will not spoil your appetite to Inspect thanks for a most enjoyable evening. them.
new candy.
Easter services were held at. the M. "We are the greatest producers of
25
our
market.
Marshmallows per pound
E. Church Sunday morning. Brother
05
Chocolate flicks per package
TOMATO SOUP.
wool, with one exception, of any of
WHOLESALE
Grimmel delivered a most impressive the states or
High grade Chocolates and Creams .35
excelIs
of
territories, the raising of
Anderson's Tomato Soup
sermon
and
Choir
the
and
appreciated
cattle and sheep is on the increase
CIGARS.
lent, quality and at. the price we narno
and
rendered appropriate music.
in spite of the fact that large areas
Our stock of cigars is now very com- is an extremely economical food.
Besides
fine
favored
with
being
of grazing lands are being taken up
25
plete. We handle many of the leading Three cans for. . . .
RETAIL
weather on Easter Day, Clayton had for
I
agriculture, because more approved
rands of cigars both Seed and HaSEEDS.
the pleasure of listening in the after- methods are
being used in those invana and Clear Havana.
It is time to plant some sorts of noon to some good music rendered
DEALERS IN
dustries than was formerly the case.
In Gc goods we offer such brands as seeds and will soon be time for most
Brass Band on the vethe
Clayton
by
of
this
"Gentlemen;'
great Territory,
Henry George, Owl, Judge Taft, Hoff- sorts of flowers and vegetables.
randa of the Eklund Hotel. Consid which I am so proud, as well as the
man Juniors, Mexlcanos, and WashingYou will find it economy to buy
the
time
have
been orgauthey
ering
great Territory of Arizona, our friend
ton's Cabinet. In 10c goods we have, seeds in bulk, WTe offer most sorts of ;i0,i
.ho Wa nro Ar.,na
and our neighbor, so similar to us in
Tom Moore, General Arthur, Optimo, vegetable seeds and some sons of flow and
great credit is due to their effl its traditions, its ambitions, its re THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
F
C. A, and Old Mexico.
have
We
ounce.
and
the
ers by
pound
dent instructor, Mr. Ward,
sources and its future, Is awakening
BAKERY.
Nasturtiums, sweet peas, morning
into a new life, its 120,000 square
sunThe bread we are now making under glories, California popples and
miles of area, much of it hitherto com
in
bulk.
seed
flower
HEADED
FOR
the name of Cream Bread leaves little
is destined
paratively
15
to be desired. It is of firm texture, Onion sets, per quart
HIS OLD HAUNTS to support a very large population.
50
lb
seed
sweet
Mixed
pea
per
light, well browned and of sweet flavThe people who bring about the
All kinds of garden and flower seeds
or. Try this brand and see how good
From Canon City Pen change will need many things which
Convict
Escaped
at 5c package.
bakery bread can be.
will not for some time be produced at
itentiary Believed to Be in
New Mexico.
home, they will carry on a large trade,
are already doing so, with outside
A Trinidad dispatch says that it is markets.
much the largest asset we have in our business. To have our
They will naturally carry
MANUFACTURKR OF
believed that C. F. Putnam, the trusty on that trade where it will be the
'
customers say to their friends,' "Every statement made by S. Spitz
who escaped from Canon City April most advantageous for them. Is there
DI?AI,SR IN
11, taking with him Warden 'Cleghorn's any reason why it should not be with
Mexican Filigree
pan bo relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
carriage and horses, is making for his you?
Watcta, Clods. Jewelry
"What little I have said has, I fear,
former haunts in the hills of northern
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
a been of a rather materialistic turn,
New Mexico. D. P. Van Buskirk,
and Hand Painted China.
guard at the penitentiary was in Trini but I know you will pardon me beonly after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a. great
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and In- dad yesterday "and stated that Putnam cause of the nature of this gathering.
and a companion were tracked to a But in conclusion I wish to ask you
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
satisfaction to buy at n store like this. Every article carries with
West Side Plaza, 8a t ta Fe, N. M.
point near Pueblo, where they crossed all to come to New Mexico, not only
the Arkansas River, and it Is believed on account of her resources and com'
it our guarantee.
they passed some distance east of mercial possibilties, but because na
Trinidad some time Saturday. Put- ture 'has so generously lavished there
nam's companion Is believed to he all the gifts that make mere living
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
John Mayo, who is wanted in Las Ani- good the blue sky, the snow capped
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
mas County, Colorado, on the charge peaks, the Invigorating atmosphere,
the contrasts of mountain and plain,
of horse stealing.
all the wonderful colorings of earth
TO ORDER
und sky. I have happened already In
OH, JOY!
Step iti.and inspect the beautiful line of MONARCH'S CeSaid Bob to Dob, you great big slob, my life to live in many different parts
lebrated Clothing. Perfect fit guaranteed. The MONARCH
what makes you feel so glad? Old of the world, but can truly say that
Dob replied, in accents mild, I'll nev- there is a fascination, and indescribShirts Latest Spring Styles. MONARCH Collars 2 for 25c,
er more be sad. Old Dob, said Bob, able magnetism about New Mexico
can you tell me the cause of this hilar- and Arizona (and I sincerely hope
tell, so you'll know thai the two may soon be united into
ity? The cause
what's
well,
brought this happy tone. one great state), which makes it im
My board is paid, three months' ahead possible for me to think of permanentat the famous old Bon Ton. Old Doh ly living elsewhere.
said Bob, I think you are a very lucky "I wish to thank you gentlemen,
5
man. For the meals put down, are the and to thank the city of St. Loui3,
best in town, 'and I eat there, when I personally, and in behalf of the peoVERY LATEST STYLES!
can.
ple of New Mexico, for the honor
you have shown me here, which I asIf you want anything on earth try sure you I deeply appreciate and shall
a Nw Mexican "ad."
long remember."
1

Sporting Gocds'Hatiuss, Saddles,
Wagons, Qtieensware, Etc.

Comb Out?

hair-bulb-

GROCERS,

s,

BAlS,

BUTCIfES!

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

LED

ipCI

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

GKA1N. POTATOES;

SALT and SEEDS.

.

..mu

WE COUNT

YOUR GOOD WILL

.

H. C. Yontz

-

JEWELS

PflltlG

LOTHIfie

SCPTT7

!

SPECIAL SALE THIS WEEK
OF

Ladies9 Waists

Ladies, Misses

.

.,.

Children's Hats

AD0LPH SELIGMAN.

--

v
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5, 1906.
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NbW MEXICO
Grant County.
Ihe Southern Pacific Railwav wii:
this summer build nAlub house and
library at Lordsburg for Kr employes.
Dona Ana County.
W.
George
Page, died last week at
the mining camp of Organ, the result
of an attack of pneumonia and load
poisoning.
Guadalupe County.
Miss Emma Thorp died last week al
Santa Rosa. The remains of the young
woman were sent to Danville, Indiana
for Interment.
James A. Will and Miss Dolores C
Martinez were married at Santa Ros;i
last week by Justice of the Peace F.
D. Morse.
Sierra County.
The annual White Lamb Feast ot
i'lhe Hd degree Masons of llillsboro was
served on Maundy Thursday. It, wue
prepared by Mrs. .1. V, Orchard.
On Ihe Good Hope fkmunzu tramway near Hillsboro, several ore car?
were dilched last week arid the. molor
man, Bartholomew Kasser, was thrown
twenty feet Into a pile of rocks but escaped serious injury.
George C. Hunt was arrested lasi
week at Shaudon on ihe charge of bav
ing obtained property under false pretense, H. M. Priest being the prose
cuting witness. Hunt was discharged
by the justice of the peace after a
hearing.
Socorro County.
The Socorro Irrigailon Company lasl
week installed a twelve horse power.
gasoline engine at the well sunk by
ihe company
of a mile
north of Socorro.
James G. Filch last week purchased
ihe Terry block and the saloon build
ing of Torres' Brother? as well
as
several vacant, lots in Socorro.
The Rose Croix Scottish Rite Masons of Socorro, in 'compliance with
ancient custom, of the order, observed
Maundy Thursday last week with a
solemn ceremonial feasi. C. T. Brown,
Viil, made an interesting and instructive address on Scottish Rite Masonry.
The marriage of V. F. Murray, a
undent, at. the New Mexico School of
Mines, and of Miss Eslelle Green wald,

A Sure Cure

for Rheumatism, Cuts,
Sprains, Wound, Old
Sores. Corns. Bunion.
Gull, Bruises, Contracted MuscUt, Lam Back, Stiff Joint,
Frosted Feet, Burns, Scalds, etc.
AN ANTISEPTIC that stops Irritation, subduts Inflammation, and drives out Pain.
PENETRATES the F'ores. loosens th Fibrou Tietuee,
a fret circulation of th blood, giving th MuixIm
promote
natural last.icity.
BEST LINIMENT ON EARTH
ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED

CURED

!

RHEUMATISM

SCIATIC

Mis. K. A. Simpson, 500 Craig St., Kuoiville,
Teuu., writes: " I have been trying th bath of
Hot Springs, Ark., for sciatic rheumatism, but I
get more relief from Ballard's Saow Liniuient
than any medicine or anything I have ever tried.
Inclosed find poatoffice order for f 1.00. Send iu
large bottle by Sonthera Kipress."

THREE SIZES:
Bti SURE

25c, 50c AND $1.00

YOU OCT

THE QttNUIftH

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS, U.

OLD AND

A.

S.

Rf COMMENDED

BY

thrce-quancr-

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

New Mexican "Want Ads"
Bring the Very Best Results

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile

daughter

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Santa F ,
Albuquerque and all points of Centra!
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
and the Pecns Valley, saving passengers and malls at least 21 hours in
rime in making these points; also con
necting at Torrance with the Hock island system for uil points east an.
vest.

J. W.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally al
arrhe at Roswell at 12 noon
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally al
4

at

a. ni.,
1

p. ni.,

arrive at Torrance at

10 p

This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favor
able conditions, the trip Is made iu
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
m.

trunks

at.

preseut.

STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Mexico.

of Mr.

s

and

Mrs.

John

Green-wald-

satis-,'actorii-

e

I

LOW RATES! SUPERIOR SERVICE!

m

YOU
GOING EAST ?

f so ONE TRIP via

,

which occurred at Socorro two
weeks ago, much to the surprise of the
patents and friends of the young
couple, on account of the youth of the
i wo
was solemnized
principals,
lasl
Sunday at the home of the parents,
who gave their parental blessing, by
Rev. Ph. Martin of the church of San
Miguel, after which the couple was
given a reception.
Chaves County.
Lieutenant Colon-e- George H. Paddock of the Fifth Cavalry at Fort Win-?at,last, week, insnecled Comnanv
13, First Regiment
of Infantry of the
New .Mexico National Guard, at, Roswell.
General
P.
A.
Adjutant
Tarkinsrton
was nresenf at
ihr
inspection which resulted very
Two officers and thirty-onmen of Company B, were in line. ' The
Xew Mexico Military
Institute was
also inspected by Adjutant General A.
P. Tarkington who
pronounced the discipline of the school to be admirable
but found that quarters were inadequate and will advise that the Territory appropriate funds for additional
buildings.
Fred Fornoff, receiver of the Pecos
Valley Liquor and Cigar Company,
has brought suit in the District Court
for Chaves County, against C. P. Hana,
L M. Dickson ,et
al., lo recover on a
.io!e for $100 bearing 12 per cent interest.
The Salvation Army at Roswell. will
build a large hall and has awarded the
contract for the foundation io the
Hondo Stone Manufacturing Company.
Ihe owners of the North Swim:
ditch have awarded to the Hondo
Stone Manufacturing Company of Roswell, the contract for tilins 5.000 feet
of irrigation ditch within the
city limits of Roswell.

ACNE,

ND

HAPPENINGS

TETTER,

ECZEMA,
PSORIASIS,

There is nothing more distressing than an itching, burning skin disease, and upon the return of warm Weather those
who are afflicted with skin troubles find the symptoms
appeariRHEUM
ng- and know that thev will be tormented throuo-the hot
summer months. The blood is heated with humors and acrid matter, and as
they are forced
to the surface the skin seems to be on fire. The treatment of skin diseases with external applications is all wrong, because they do not reach the trouble which is in the blood.
The most such treatment can be expected to do is, allay the itching and burning and cover
up the trouble for awhile, but as soon as it is left off the disease returns.
All food taken into the body contains, in some form, the elements necessary to sustain

SALT

h

tiis. umtitui jjiuia. vyiic JJUI UUU IS UScU IOr
THE ITCHING WAS ALMOST UNBEARABLE.
the making of blood, another for muscle,
Dear
Sirs My body broke out with a rash or eruption
one for bone, still another for fat, and soon.
which in. spite of all efforts to oure oontinued. to get worse.
After these different properties are ex- The itching, espeolally at night, was simply terrible; it
tracted from the food there still remains a would almost disappear at times, only to retura worse
than ever. I had tried many highly reoommended prepaportion that is useless, or waste matter, rations without benefit, and hearing of S. S. S. determined
which is intended to be disposed of through to givea it a fair trial, and was inexpressibly delighted
when few bottles cured me entirely, removing every
the natural channels of bodily waste, the blemish and pimple from
my body. I shall not fail to
S. S. S. whenever an opportunity oocursto do so.
Liver, Kidneys and Bowels. At this season
Esoondldo, Oal.
l. MARNO.
of the vear. however these nro-nnheervme
torpid, dull and sluggish, and fail to perform this duty, and these accumulations remain in
the system and are absorbed by the blood to ferment and sour, producing burning acids and
acrid humors. The blood cannot properly nourish the system while in this impure condition,
and begins to throw off these acids through the pores and glands of the skin, producing Acne)
Eczema, Tetter, Psoriasis, Salt Rheum and skin diseases of every description.
ECZEMA appears usually with a slight redness of the skin, followed by pustules from
which there flows a sticky fluid that dries and forms a crust, and the itching is intense. It
is generally on the back, breast,
amis,, legs and face, though other parts of the body
may be1
1
a
i
..ra:At.1
1.:..
,eL
T.
mi
j is ox
j
unu
&Kui
uic
cumiicru. in
uiiu
ten
icn
very pamiux. ineacia
uiics, ituiks
siccus,
iu the blood dries up the natural oils of the skin, causing a dry, feverish, hardened condition
and giving it a leathery appearance. ACNE makes its appearance on the face in the form of
and is particularly disagreeable because of its unsightly appearpimples and black-headwhile
ance,
PSORIASIS, a scaly disease, comes in patches on different parts of the body.
One of the worst forms of skin disease is SALT RHEUM, It discharges a watery fluid, forming sores and producing intense itching. The head and face are the parts usually affected,
and sometimes the hair falls out and a mass of sores forms on the scalp.
These and all skin diseases are due to the same cause burning acids and humors in
the blood, and until this vital fluid is cleansed and made pure they will continue. The best
treatment for all skin diseases is S. S. S., a remedy that is purely vegetable, being made entirely from roots, herbs and barks, and acts directly on the blood with a cleansing, healing
effect. It neutralizes the acids and 'purifies the blood so that the skin, instead of
being
blistered aud burned by the fiery fluids, is nourished by a supply of cooling, healthy blood.
It goes down into the circulation aud forces out every particle of waste or foreign matter,
.11 1
.1
jr
l uuu.1 cures axx
iHiuus up it.l,u-.SKtn uiseases
uic muou
promptly
and permanently. VS. S. S. does not leave the least particle of the poison for future outbreaks, but entirely rids
the blood of the cause for all skin diseases.
S. vS. vS. tones up the system and regulates the
Liver, Kidneys and Bowels so that they will carry off
the natural waste and refuse matter through the proper
eiiannels, luslead ot leaving it to be absorbed by the
blood. Nothing equals ,S. vS. S. in the treatment of these troubles and for
building up the
eeneral health. Write for our treatise on skin discuses and any medical advice vou wish.
We uvtke no charpc for cither
TNF SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, OA.
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some plan by which ihe water users of the
Maricopa & Phoenix depot near In the morning a number of men were
may acquire the Buckeye canal. ,
heard talking loudly, and soon after
the ..old ml gh(,
A
Antonio Romero, who recently
a shot was heard.
An investigation
5ullet
camejber
wag found
n tfle
resulted In the finding of the body.
from Phoenix from Salome, and was back of his head. He had been
to be a miner, was mur-llnin the company of several other
dered the latter part of last week, natives, and
they left a saloon near
We print the latest and best new- swna luuuu ueuu ui me
At 2:30 Special to the New Mexican.
viciniryj ine aepot about midnight.
-
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To get rid of Indigestion,
NEWS NOTES Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
Belching of Gas, Catarrh of
to
from

ARIZONA

Will

convinceyou of the SUPERIORITY OF

ITS SERVICE.

Standard Pullman Sleepers.
Tourist Pullman Sleepets.
Free Reclining Chair Cars
High Back Scat Coaches
To Kansas City, and St. Louis Missouri.
THROUGH Tourist Pullman Sleepers to
Chicago. Bosnon and points East.
THROUGH

ELEGANT DINING CARS. Meals a la

carte.

Cars equipped with Electric Lights and

Fans.

EVERY
LUXURY.

CONVENIENCE,

COMFORT and

Fur further information call on or address
V
H. B. KOOSEB,
J. H. GINET, JB.,

.

The next delegate
Congress
Arizona will be a Republican either
from Cochise or Pima County, according to a prediction made by Senator
Hal Kennedy at Tucson.
The Supreme Court has decided
igalnst L. H. Hughes editor of the
rucson Star in his contempt case.
Hughes was fined $200 by Judce
Campbell for contempt of court. The
case was appealed and a decision made
against Hughes.
The court at Flagstaff has decided
inversely to Ralph H. Cameron's suit
rought by him in August last
against the Grand Canon Railway,
Company to quit his
title to
ibout half the station grounds at
3rand Canon Including the Bright An
gel Hotel and many other buildings.
Robert E. Daggs, Jr., while on his
way to Phoenix found the body of a
man about one mile west of Skunk
eek, on the Black Canon Road. It
Is the opinion of the man who made
:he ghastly, discovery that the man
was a sheep herder and died , of
hirst. Owing to the condition of the
oody It was Impossible to tell the
man's nationality.
There was an important conference
In Phoenix of representatives of the
'armers residing under the Buckeye
Canal. The- result of their delibera
tions have not yet been made nubile
but the subject under discussion was
that of Improving water conditions,
The object is, if possible, to devise
-

G. W. F.

k P.

A.,

1700 Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

T.P.A.,

the Stomach or any other
disorder due to Indigestion.

DYSPEPSIA CURE
Digests What You Eat

DgllrbatUh14i2

teitl-Jnoni-

tlaas M anoh M th.
trial, or 10 e.nt tiit.

iTZJfZ

f

l.

sale tvtth nam

If, after using
of the contents of a dollar
bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure you are not satisfied with
it or can honestly say that it has not benefited you, take
the bottle back to the dealer from whom you bought It
and we will refund your money. . All we ask is that
you
be honest with us. Sign this guarantee coupon, and leave
it with your dealer, who must mail it to us with the outside
wrapper from around the bottle.

lam

mm.,..
Addrtu.

rrapwtd tt th Lk- OKtorrotl.a.lteWIM
0o.,0hlogo, V.t.A,

TO ALL DEALEUST: Th
10

GUARANTEE COUPON
two-thir-

1 have been a
dyspeptic all my life, have tried all kinds of
Dyspepsia remedies, but continued to get worse. Could eat but
little and suffered greatly.
I was reduced In
weight and run
down to nothing in strength. After
using a few bottles of
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure I began to
Improve and am now fully
restored. I can eat whatever I like,
MRS. MARY S. CRICK, White
Plains, Ky.

Thti is only oat of
many ucn
on Sit in
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SOLD CY IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Santa Fe New Meilcin, Wednesday, April 18, 1906!
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The C1
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Polon is 01 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junc-

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fc System

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
Los Angeles, El Paso mi
point East to Ban

Fran,

Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lota, sizo 25x140 feet, laid
streets, with alleys 20 feet
out with broad 80 and
70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and gTand old

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; Commeicial Club;

population of 1,500 people;

a

eral large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent

sev-

Holl-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
tels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
ho-

be.

ALL
I

OVER THE MAfN LINE THROUGH TO

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lota offered are in the center of the city,, well
ed (many of them improved by

cultivation); no

grad-

tsand or

om

bakery, tailor shop, shod
house, jeweler, plumbing shoi; planing mill, ooal and wood

pravel.

We need

a first

yard, drug store, harness, shop, etc., etc, also a dfsl

oil,

modern hotel.
Our price3 of loti are

title
cash.

low

and terms

perfect; warranty deeds.
Two-third- 9

on easy

One-thir- d

payments;

purchase money,

may remaiu on note, with mortgage

curity, for one year, with

se-

per cent, interest thereon,
Apply at once for map and pritiwa, if yon wish
the choirCnt luts, to

JOHN BROKER, .Prudent.

wliinated.

FAST

LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
PRE OUT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

BELEN T0WPITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad
city in the near future cannot

j

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Belen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

WM. M. BKRUKR, Srerotary.

8

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
THROWN OVER
EMBANKMENT
Mother Tries to Save Her Babe 'in
Runaway and May Lose Her
Life.
Mesa, Ariz., April 18. As a result
of being thrown bodily over a steep
embankment upon sharp rocks below,
in a runaway near Tortilla Flats on
the evening of April 13, Mrs. Walter
J. Begley and. her' three children, one
an infant, may die. All are dangerously hurt. Mr. Begley, the husband
u
of the injured woman, conaucieu
reuntil
shooting gallery at this place
cently when he left with his wife and
children In a wagon for Damshe. All
went well until Tortilla flats were
reached when Begley hired a teamster to help him get his heavy wagon
up the steep grade. Mrs. Begley and
her children rode up the grade in the
teamster's wagon. When the two
teams had gained the top of the grade,
they became frightened and ran away
down the ascent." The mother tried to
save her babe by shielding it with her
arms. The teamster saved himself by
Jumping from the wagon, The fren-zied horses dragged the wagon over
the embankment and the occupants
fell upon the rocks below. Mrs.
back is badly Injured, and may
toe broken.
She is In an unconscious
She also received a deep
condition.
cut on her forehead and severe bruises. The children were cut and bruised
terribly. The injured were taken to
a nearby house and a doctor sum
moned from Roosevelt. What the outcome of their injuries will be, cannot
be ascertained at this date.

a section that scientists have declared
again and again to be entirely outside
of the artesian belt, besides being too
high for an artesian flow. Nevertheless, several months ago, Baskin took
a well drilling rig to his land and began boring, although government engineers and experts told him that the
artesian water level runs just about
above Cottonwood Springs and that artesian water would not flow any further to the west. Mr. Baskln's land is
just four miles west of the springs.
When a depth of 340 feet was reached,
the water gushed six Inches above the
casing of the well and the flow will
be increased by further drilling. This
knocks out all previous theories and
the artesian belt of the Pecos Valley
has many more square miles added to
Its area.

MORE RAILROAD

Line."

''

Flow Struck Four Miles Beyond the
Supposed Limit in the Lower
Pecos Valley.
Wilfiam Baskin, of Artesla, struck
artesian water at a 'depth of 340 feet,
fifteen miles northwest of Artesla, In

FOR
RENT Nicely
furnished
rooms with all conveniences including
bath. Apply 130 Manhattan Avenue.
MEN

WANTED

learning

barber

Wages paid while

trade;

situations

Coal Road From San Antonio to Caiv guaranteed; special rate, Moler Sys
tem College, Los Angeles, Cal.
Moines
tbage Work on Raton-De- s

s

ARTESIAN
BELT EXPANDS

Vc-mero,

CONSTRUCTION

The Phillips Construction Company
has been given the contract to build
a branch line of the Santa Fe System
from San Antonio, Socorro County, to
the Carthage coal fields, a distance of
fourteen miles and has already commenced construction work thereon.
The Santa Fe owing to the shut down
of the coal mines at Madrid, will depend for its coal supply south of Albuquerque, upon the production of the
coal mines at Carthage. The Santa Fe
at one time had a branch into Carthage but upon' these mines being
closed took up the tracks. Two years
ago, three companies were Incorporated each to build into these coal fields
but the legal entanglements that enEVA BAKER
sued resulted that not one of the projected linos was built.
Appear and Answer J. L. Lumpkins,
Actual construction work has been
You
to
of Celeste, Texas, Wants
commenced on the Santa Fe, Raton &
Be Good and Come Home.
Des Moines Railroad. At Cannlsbrook
four miles east of Raton, the laying
J. L. Lumpkins, of Celeste, Texas, of rails was started a few
days ago
is evidently of the opinion that the ed- and
Is being pushed rapidly.
grading
itor of the New Mexican can find anybody and everything in New Mexico,
It may be that he is right, at any rate
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
it takes a Texas man to write In a
peremptory, yet easily understood
Palace.
manner. Celeste is somewhere in
M. Eagie; San Francisco;
G. R.
Texas and It Is a real sweet name; It Brandon, St. Louis; O. L .Haskell and
suggests the heavens above, but evi- wife, Miss J. Inez Haskell, Denver;
dently Miss Eva Baker did not like it, W. L. Burton St. Louis; F. L. Hindle,
probably there was too much heaven Alamosa; H. A. Knight, St. Louis; J.
there. At any;rate she has disappear J. Da we, Denver; Edward Buttes, Maned ana tney are aner ner. wow miss hattan, Kans.; C. J. Waugh, Denver;
Eva. be a good" girl and Tepo'rt to Ce: H. C. Applegate, St. Louis.
leste. Texas. If any of the readers
Claire.
of the New Mexican and this paper is I. D. Cross, St. Louis; Robert S.
gratified to say they number many Demmler, Pittsburg,-Pa.- ;
Fred S. Dathousands in this Territory and in the vis, Trinidad; Charles E. Pearce, Los
country, knows anything of Miss Bak- Angeles; L. P. Ballin, Denver; Ben
er, let him or her tell her to be good Weiler, Denver; Paul Heemans, El
and remember the story of the prodi- Paso, Texas; Jose Cesias and son,
gal son. Of course she could not act Wagon Mound; Frank J. Horn, Fort
like the prodigal son .because she is Wayne.
a girl. But the New Mexican in all
Normandie.
Beriousness advises her it will be to
L. C. Barton, Charles C. Veeder, Wiland
own
Interests
best
her
certainly liams, Arizona; W. H.
Mays, Prescott;
pleasing to her father and to her Louis Romero, Taos ;, George DUlman,
whereannounce
her
friends if she will
Estancla; George Stern and son, Las
abouts and return home, a wiser wom- Vegas.
v,'.r::V'
'
an. Mr. Lumpkins says:
Coronado.
"Celeste, Texas.
Mrs. F, Harper, Denver; L. S.
"Editor Daily New Mexican, Santa Fe. Thompson, Ties
Piedras; John CowNew Mexico.
herd, Laveta; Mrs.
Ella Spellman,
"Dear Sir I want you to find out Kansas City, .Mo.
,
if
where Miss Eva Baker lives and
you can't find out where she lives at I FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
want you to put it in the paper.
One or the beat fruit ranches In
"Her father's name is C. W. Baker, northern Santa Fe
County, about twenher brother's name is Lanle Baker.
ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
"Let it come to Mr. J. L. Lumpkins." at a bargain. For
particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Pe,
New Meilco. ."
Beg-ley'-

MPS

tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim unJer
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, S13 (27
Stats,, 470), and that said proof will
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room be made before the Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on the 16th
at 110 Grant Avenue, City.
day of April, 1906. viz: Andres
for the small holding claim No.
LOST On Palace Avenue Monday
night, a string of gold beads. Finder 1461. In Sees. 20, 29 and 30, T. 21 N.,
please leave at. New Mexican office. R. 12 E.
Rewrfrd.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
HOUSES TO RENT.
possession of said tract for twenty
Houses to rent, lease or for sale, years next preceding the survey of the
furnished or unfurnished, good loca- township, viz:
Jesus Romero, of Truchas, N. M.
tions. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado,
Office west side of Plaza.
Florencio Rodriguez, of TrueM

PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Why la It that the firm of Hughes &
Delgado are making a success of the
real estate business? It Is because this
firm Is reliable and any property
placed In their hands will be looked
after In a businesslike manner. Office
west of Plaza.

WANTED A man who neither
drinks or gambles, to fake charge of
the Sunny Slope Ranch, two miles
south of i he U, S. Indian School. Must
know how to milk and irrigate garden.
Address B. C. Volk, P. O. Box 322, City.
FOR SALE I have two finely developed fruit and alfalfa ranches for Bale
In the Tesuque Valley, five miles from
Santa Fe. Call and see me for these
W. H. Wise (owner)
fine bargains.
Tesuque.
THE

O.

K. BARBER SHOP.

Three First Class Barbers.
The Finest Bath Tubs.
Mr. Brooks In In Charge of the
Shining Stand.
San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, N.

M.

f

a

of Indian Affairs, Washington.
I." will
be received at the Indian Office I'litil 2
f. ti. and
Mu.v
of
m.
Tuesday.
o'.lockp.
then opened, for furnishing the Indian sercorn.
rolled
with
vice
salt, eoflVn,
barley, beef,
sugar, tea. soap, linking powder, ami other
groceries. Kids must be made out no
eriiraent blanks. Schedules giving ail necessary information for bidders will heOtfl--fur-.
nished on application to the Indian
Washington, T). C. :the V s. Indian Warehouses at New York City, Chic go HI., St.
Louis. Mo Omaha. Nfbr.. and Snn Prinrtsvo.
Cal.: the Commissary ot Subsistenca, U. S,
A
N. M.
at Cheyenne. Wyo., the Quartermaster,
U. S. A
Wash., and the postmasters
Geraldo Romero, of Truchas, N. M. at Tucson,Seattle,
Portland, Spokane, ardTaeoma
Bernabe llomero, of Truchas, N. M. The Department reserves the rUht to reject
any and nil bids, or any part of any bid. F,
Any person who desires to protest E. f.KUPP, Commissioner.
I

.

FRATERNAL
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SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30

.

against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaSmall Holding Claim No. 2058.
son under the laws and regulations
Notice for Publication.
of the Interior Department why sueb
Department of the Interior, United
proof should not be allowed wl.l be
States Land Olflce, Santa Fe, N. M.,
given an opportunity at the above menMarch in, 1906.
tioned time and place to cross examNotice Is hereby given that the foline the witnesses of said claimant, and lowing named claimant haa filed noto offer evidence In rebuttal of that tice of his Intention to make final
submitted by claimant.
proof in support of his claim under
MANUEL R. OTERO.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
Register.
March 3, 1891 (20 Stats. 854), as
amended oy the act of February 21.
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that, said
H. E. No. 4847.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
proof will be made before the register
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M,, on the
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. . . 26th day of April, 1906, viz.;
Jose Florencio Rodriguez, for the
Santa Fe, March 31. 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- small holding claim No. 2058 in seclowing named settler has filed notice tions 20 and 21, T 21 N, R 12 E.
He names the following witnesses to
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that Raid prove his actual continuous adverse
proof will be made before the register possession of said tract for twenty
or receiver at. Santa Fe, N. M on years preceding the survey of the

p. m.
H.

F. STEPHENS.

W. M.

ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No,
1. R. A. M.
Regular
convocation 2nd Mou-daof each month at
Masonlts Hall at 7:30

y

I.

m.

S. SPITZ ' H P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secy.

aA
,

3

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at

:30 p.m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, E.
VV. II. KENNEDY, Recorder.

C.

'

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the fourth Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
May 10m, 19(16, viz: Encarnaclon Or- township, viz.:
Masonic Hall, eouth side of Plaza,
Andres Romero, Geraldo Romero,
tiz y Gonzales for the N 2 NE 4 Sec.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
of
all
llernabe
Jesus
Romero,
Romero,
9, T 10 N, R 10 E.
Invited to attend.
cordially
He names the olio wing witnesses to Truchas, N. M.
FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
OHARLE3
to
who
desires
protest
Any person
prove his continuous residence upon
Venerable Master,
against the allowance of said proof, or PERCY FRANCIS
and cultivation of said land, viz:
14, Sec.
KNIGHT,
reason
who knows of any substantial
Enrique Ortiz, Santa Fe, N. M.
of
the
and
laws
the
under
regulations
Jose Apodaca, Santa Fe, N. M.
I. O. O. F.
Interior Department why such proof
Inez Ortiz, Santa Fe, N. M.
an
be
allowed
will
be
not
should
given
Martin Vljil, Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F
opportunity at the above mentioned
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to cross examine the meets every Thursday evening In Odd
time
and
place
Register.
witnesses of said claimant, and. to of- Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
fer evidence In rebuttal of that sub- Visiting brothers welcome.

Homestead Entry No. 6250.
Notice for Publication,
Department pf the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
March 24, 1006.
Notice la hereby given that the
following named settler has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, and that
said proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M,
on May 3d, 1906, viz.;
HENRY KRICK
Teofilo Lopez, for the E
SE
Sole Agent For
section 4, E
NR
section 9, T
Le nip's St. Louis Beer
20 N, R 3 E.
.
He names the following witnesses to
Malls ordeis promptly attended to.
prove his continuous residence upon Montezuma
Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
and cultivation of said lands, viz.:
Telephone No. 38.
Juan Montoya, .Manuel S. Roybal, of
Pojoanue, N. M.; Nabor Maestas, and
Miguel Herrera. of Nambe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

The New Mexican carries a comPLAZA BARBER SHOP
plete line of Spanish blanks. It will THE
to
into
he price and
inquire
piiy you
WILLIAM E PARSCl.'S, Prop.
qualify.
Leading Tonsorial Parlor In Santa Fa.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuns.
FOR BERP CORN, fiRO-PROPOSALS
eeries. f tc Department of tlm Interior, Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First- Office of Indian Afl'airs. Washington, 0. (' .
Class Barbers.
Mareh 95. 19. fl. Sealed proposals, plainly
nmrhod on the outside of the onveWn: East Side of Plaza. South ot Postal
"Proposal, for beef, corn," etc.. as thecuse
Telegraph Office.
may lie, and addressed to the "Commissioner

1--

KERR'S
Tonsorial : Parlors

(Homestead Entry No. 0285.)
Notice for Publication.
The only first class in city.
Department of the Interior, Land OfSecond to none in Territory.
fice, at Santa Fe, N. M.
Pour first class artists : : :
April 17, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol$1.50
Electrical Baths
lowing named settler has filed notice
25
Other Baths
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said Parlors located West 8ide Plaza
proof will be made before the regis- W. H. KERR,
ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
May 24, 1906, viz.:
Felipe Herrera, for the NE4 SW4,
lots 3 and 4, section 18, T 20 N, R 3 E,
E4 SE4, section 13, T 20 N, R 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Librado Herrera, of Hobart, N. M., Fine Rigs, Reliable Horsts, Slnglr
Benigno Roybal, Miguel Herrera, of
ugglei, Surrtye, Hacks.
Nambe, Jesus Ma Sanchez, of Espa-nola- .
'
Call up 'Phona No.
whan In nasd
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of Anythnlg In tha Llvary Llna.
Register.
Driver
rurnihJ.. ftaaaoftabU
Small Holding Claim'" No. 4461.
"'
Kataa
Notice for Publication.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
United 'States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 15, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed no

....

Proprietor.

LIVERY STABLE.

,

1

14 th

mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
(Small Holding Claim No. 3281.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 12, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim Under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats. 854), as amended by
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on tbe 24th day of May,
1906, viz.:
Dionlcia Trujillo de Lopez, widow of
Albino Lopez, deceased, for the S2
NE4, S2 NW4, sec. 23, T 23 N, R ? E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Ramon Duran, Felipe Herrera, Juan
Atencio, Juan de J. Grlego, all of
N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior. Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place, to
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Em-bud-

;

cross-examin-

MAX KALTER, N. Q.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. Knights c'
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at H
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, CO.
J. S. OANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. H..
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each mouth,
Visiting brothers are invited and welO. C. WATSON, H. R.
come.
A. ,T, FISCHER, Secy,
t--

rrrr

.L!

FRATERNAL UNION.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street Visiting Praters welcome.
R. L. BAOa, Frateraal Master.
DAVID GONZALB3, Secy.
MAGQIl Q. MONTOYA, Trea

e

If you cannot afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weakly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It Is a
good paper to Brad to your friend.

Santa Fe New Mexican Wednesday, April 8, J 906
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MESSAGE

Of

Many
wrecked, killing two people.houses were damaged so badly
that it is Impossible to get out the
Are apparatus. The lodging houses on
ROOSEVELT
Seventh Street between Howard and
Mission Streets has entirely collapsed.
it is on fire and 75 to 80 people are
believed to be buried in the - flaming
and Mission
ruins. At Twenty-seconof Lip-mastore
the
goods
dry
Streets,
is on Are threatening the entire
Misblock.
Six Foot Crevice in Street.
At Eighteenth and Valencia Streets
there is a crevice In the street six feet
wilde.
The sidewalk is torn up, the
street car track badly twisted and
traffic is at a standstill.
injured Homeless on the Street.
OF
Many persons are seen on the streets
suffering from injuries. The fire which
Is raging in the vicinity of Fourth and
Stevenson Streets got beyond control
and leaped to the Winchester rooming
house on the west siide of Third Street.
The Palace Hotel Js only a block Character of Panama Canal
away, Tne rooms ot tne raiace were
Must Be Determined
vacated early this morning and the
Now or Work Will
guests are now returning to gatner
up their effects.
Stop.
Poor as Usual Suffer the Most.
The loss of life seems confined to
Washington, April is in a special
the poorer districts. Every few.mlnPresident
today,
utes an explosion is board as the message delivered
are blown i:d to stou the Roosevelt declared that the result of
hulldini
icvcm mm ui mo ucci imtucis
u tne wina comes up, san
names,
Francisco will experience the greatest in Chicago is a "miscarriage of justice"
conflagration of modern 'times. On and that the Interpretation placed by
Street block after Judge Humphrey on the will of
lower Market
have gress "is such as to make that will
of substantial buildings
ine message,
been destroyed. A big Are is raging aosoiuieiy anortive."
at the corner of Pine and Sarisom which is most sensational In ch'arac- Streets a block from the Associated ter, is based largely on a letter to the
President from the attorney general
Press building.
Oakland Suffers Also; Damage Not in which the latter reviews the proceedings of the case of the govern- Known.
No reports have been received from ment against the packers. The Presi- outside of San Francisco but the dam- - dent says that it is clear that no critl-agacross the bay must have been cism attaches to Commissioner
Oakland is said to have field as what he did was in pursuance
a dutv imposed on him by Congress.
suffered severely.
Fire Threatens University in Berkley. He refers sharply, however, to the de- New York, April IS. At 11:30 cision of Judge Humphrey, saying that
a. m. The Western Union received a Congress could not have foreseen such
report of a serious fire burning at decision and should hardly believe
Berkley where the state university is that the ruling of Humphrey will be
located. Another dispatch says the followed by other judges. He
was severely felt through- clared that such an interpretation of
out Nevada and that all wires are the law as that "comes measureably
near making the law a farce."
down west of Reno in Nevada.
Democrats Confer on Rate Bill.
Disaster Grows in Magnitude.
Washington, April 18. The Demo- San Francisco, April 18. As reports
come in, the magnitude of the disaster cratic Senators met in conference at
grows. The loss of life may reach 11 o'clock today for the purpose of
views on the rate bill,
of dollars exchanging
hundreds, and millions
In The meeting was called with the dis.
worth of property is destroyed.
the confusion it is impossible to learn tincf understanding that no binding
the details of the catastrophe. In gen- action will be attempted. At 12:25 a.
eral, it may be said that the district recess was taken until 1:30, without
between Market and Howard Streets reaching an understanding,
Must Decide Now.
from the bay as far west as the city j
'
18. Secretary
Washington,
April
hall was badly wrecked. The Call and
Examiner newspaper buildings as well Taft today told the Senate committee
as the Western Union are badly on Inter Oceanic Canals, that the ques- The
wrecked.
large
department tion of the type of the canal must be
stores are ruined. The fires are still determined at once or Chief Engineer
burning checked only by the use of Stevens will be placed in a position
where he will be compelled to suspend
dynamite.
'
work.
Extent of the Fire This Morning.
Public Park for Albuquerque,
San Francisco, April 18. At 10:55
o'clock a. m. the fire extended from Special to the New Mexican,
Washington, April 18. Delegate W.
the Ferry to Front Street and pretty
much all south of Market Street to H. Andrews has secured a favorable
about Seventh Street and pretty much report from the House committee on
all south of Market Street to about public lands upon his bill donating G40
Seventh Street with spasmodic fires in acres of one section of land to the
for a public
the park section and western division, city of Albuquerque
There Is no way of estimating the park. The bill is likely to pass the
number of dead. There may be nun- - House.
Bills of Interest to New Mexico.
dreds and there may be thousands.
Heroic Work' of Telegraph Operators. Special to the New Mexican.
'
Washington, April 18. Delegate W,
The Postal Telegraph operators who
are at their posts are taking their H. Andrews this morning introduced
lives in their hands as the building into the House of Representatives a
is collapsing and the fire is within a bill to establish a sanitarium for In
dians affected with consumption and
half block of them.
U sanitarium and school for Indian
Fire Seen in All Quarters.
San Francisco, April 18. From Fif- - children attected with tuberculosis,
teenth Street beginning at the "Valen- These institutions are to be adminis
cia" from Pine and Dupont, Streets, tered under the direction of the Secre-Lhfire can be seen raging in all the tary of the Interior and are to be lo- down town districts. A brisk wester- - oated in New Mexico. The bill was
ly wind is coming up and the de- - referred to the committee on terri
itructlon of the entire business dis- tories.
Texas Grab May Be Successful.
trict is threatened. The Hall of Jus-t.ice is momentarily expected to fall. Special to the New Mexican.
18 The
bill
Washington,
April
The City Hall is almost an entire
wreck. The Mechanics' Pavilion has which has been pending in the House
been converted into an emergency hos- - of Representatives allowing a share
pltal. The Grand Opera house also of the funds appropriated for the sup
port, maintenance and objects of the
suffered severely.
reclamation service, passed the House
Earthquake Felt In Sacramento.
Sacramento, Cal., April 18. The se- - ('this morning. If the Senate passes it
verest earthquake felt In this city in j Texas will receive a share of the
many years occurred this morning. No funds for Irrigation work and systems
serious damage was done.
just the same as do the public land
states and territories, although the
Shock Felt Across Continent.
Washington, D. C, April 18. The United States has no public lands in
San Francisco earthquake reached that state,
-

fire

TOLD BY GOVERNOR

At Banquet of

Com-mercia-

l

Clubs'
Convention at
St. Louis.
GOOD RECL

Sunshine Territory Advancing in Every

KILLS

Direction-Progr- ess

and Increase
in Population.
St, Louis, April 18. The convention
of the Commercial Clubs of the Sou'h-v,-c3- t
closed here last night with a b a li-

quet at the Jefferson Hotel, attended
by several hundred delegates and at
which the governors of six states and
Territories were guests of honor.
Governor Frank Frantz, of Oklahoma, spoke on "What, Statehood Montis
to Oklahoma."
In response to the toast "Kansas"
Governor lloch said in part:
"Politically, the Territory west nf
the Mississippi is soon to dominate
in national councils and therefore to
exert "powerful Influence In world
movements. It requires no prophetic
ken to see this. It is one of the certainties of the no remote future. The
wisdom of ordinary prudence therefore should long ago have suggested
that too many large states should no:
be carved out of territory ultimately
capable of sustaining smaller ones,
in the Senate where most of our
political power is lodged, a small state
counts as much as a large one, and
it is easier to make a mistake in th'j
formation of a state than it is to 001- rect the error after it is made.
Trie awakening Orient will soon
contribute powerful factors to the importance, and, I believe, the solution
of this southwestern problem.
Th'j
day is not far distant when the com
merce of the Pacific will vastly exceed
that of the Ailantic and when a in?
tropolis on our western shore will riva
In size and commercial
important
mat upon our eastern shore, when a
greater New York will marshal a
western commerce greater in extent
than that now marshaled in the eatfiby our present metropolis."
Governor Joseph H. Kibbey, of Ari
zona, spoke on "Modern Arizona," and
Governor
Herbert J. Hagerman, of
New Mexico, had assigned to him the
subject "The Land of Sunshine."
Governor Hagerman's Address.
The following is the response to the
toast "Now Mexico" given by Governor Hagerman at the banquet of the
Business Men's League of St. Louis,
Tuesday evening. April 17th:
"It is a great honor and a great
privilege to be chosen to speak for
the Territory of New Mexico on this
occasion.
Many of the people from
our part of the great Southwest are
well acquainted
already thoroughly
.with the ability, energy and public
spirit of the business men of this
beautiful city. We know what you
will accomplish here by what you have
There is, I
already accomplished.
venture to say, not one of the hundreds of New Mexico's citizens who
visited the Louisiana Purchase Exposition two years ago who docs not believe that you will succeed in making
your city the commercial equal of the
great city east of you.
"This did not seem possible a few
years ago, but we of the great west
are accustomed to rapid changes, and
we know that the persistent energy
and marvelous push which prevail here
must win. The spirit which now animates you is the great spirit that has
made the United States the great nation it is today, and it is the spirit
which is changing my own Territory
in spite of many difficulties into a
modern,
progressive community. If there are any of you who
believe that New Mexico is not animated by the same ambitions, inspired
by the same patriotism and upheld by
the same ideals as the citizens of
Missouri, Kansas and Illinois, I want
most emphatically to assure you that
you are in error.
"We are one of the oldest and at
the same time one of the youngest
communities
in the United States
Our history and traditions stretch
back to a time when the area com
posing the rich states over whose des
tinies the gentlemen who have already
spoken preside, were entirely un
known. In the city of Santa Fe there
still stand buildings erected before the
Pilgrim. Fathers landed in New England. The descendants of the brave
men who built them are living in New
Mexico today and are good American
citizens with the welfare of the Union
near their hearts. We are one of the
youngest communities In that our
great resources, our vast areas of un- -
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Trial of Beef Packers Declared
carriage of
Justice.
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230 San Francisco Street : Santa Fe,
P. S. Get a Weather Chart Calendar.
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across the continent. The Selsmo-eraoh at the weather bureau here
showed a violent agitation about 8:30 citv of Portugal. In the ruins of the
o'clock this morning. The instrument city were buried 60,000 human beings.
tte coast of Por- at noon was still vibrating, showing A tldal wave
aame
tu&al
,the
at
tlme
and tQe effects
that the earthquake had not ceased
of tne earthquake were felt from the
Points.
Other
at
Damage
Sacramento, Cal., April 18. Re- Madeira Islands to Great Britain.
to the difficulty encountered in
ports received from the train dispatch- Owing
the bodies from the ruins a
removing
er's office tell of minor earthquake
- Pestilence followed which took another
JoaSan
Sulsun
and
at
Tracy,
damages
50'000 victims. Fire also wrought im- quin County. A report came from
were
Woodlands stating that chimneys
,1"6"86 damage at the same time.
de- there. Word came ' Tno earthquake of
knocked down
In
thousands
of
lives
stroyel
Calabria,
from Papa that there was scarcefy a
whole pane of window glass left i southern Italy, while that which de- the capital of VeneLhe place.
About 9 o'clock, word stroyed Caraccas
1812- demanded
almost as,
came to the railroad office that the
county court house at Santa Rosa had ' wttM
v f t
tho""
fallen and a number of people were
sands
were lost ,years
of
lives
and
killed
The story ha3 not been con- - m Jaya
the
earthquakeSi
Colfirmed A ho el Iti the town of
Um of Mount Ve'suvi
nfiar
linsville. on the Sacramento River, NapleS) dup,
at
the
dg
was wrecked by the shock. No
onejmandr1 mMy Ylctims Md WM ac
was injured there.
companicd by earthquakes. Other ter(Continued on Page Five.)
Memorable Earthquakes.
rible earthquakes of recent. limes that
The most disastrous earthquake of caused hundreds and thousands of
The New Mexican keeps on hand a modern times was that of Lisbon'. ' deaths were those of Aleppo, Asia
complete set of mining blanks at rea which occurred on November 1, 1755 Minor, In 1822; that of Mount Ararat,
sonable rates- Call and see them.
and practically destroyed the chief Asia Minor, In 1855; Naples, Italy, in
-

For The

1

-

-

1783-178-

7

-

-

-

Quito, Rquador, in 1859; Men-dozArgentine Republic, in I860; Manila, Philippine Islands, in 18133 ; Peru,
in 1808; Manila, in 1880; Valparaiso,
Chili, in 1880; Ischia, Italy, in 1883;
that of the East Indies, accompanying
the eruption of Krakatoa, in 1883 ; Colchester and the eastern counties of
England, in 1884: Malaga and Granada,
Spain, in 1884 and 1885; Charleston,
South Carolina, in 1886, the incidents
of which are still well remembered;
Japan, in 1891; Chipancingo, 'Mexico,
Guatein 1892, and Quezaltemango,
mala, in 1902. In ancient times one of
the most terrible earthquakes on record was that which destroyed Pompeii
of which Pliny
and Herculaneum,
gave a graphic description.
This was accompanied by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius. The two
1857;

cities, having

a,

20,000

inhabitants were

buried in ashes and 2,000 people were
killed. Both cities were on the coast
but are now one mile from the sea.
The course of the river was deflected
one mile.
The Nature of Earthquakes.
As will be seen from the above list,
most of these earthquakes occurred
on the coast or near the coast, which
seems to be a proof of the theory that
the seeping of the water of the ocean
Into the heated mass of the interior
of the earth, generates steam which,
when the pressure becomes too enormous, causes volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and tidal waves. The succession of phenomena recorded in notable' earthquakes, Is first a quaking of
the crust of the earth, then distinct
shocks which die away in a tremble.
Often subterranean noises precede or
accompany the shocks, which resemble
the roll of thunder, or the clanking
of chains, or the crashing of artillery.
The shock travels in every direction
from the focus of the internal cataclysm that causes it, these foci being
from eight to ten and sometimes
twenty to thirty miles deep. The velocity of the shock Is from several
hundred to several thousand feet per
second. As to the length of time of
the shocks, it varies. Caraccas and
Lisbon were destroyed in a few minutes, while the awful Calabrian
earthquake lasted four years. Some
times earthquakes occur beneath the
ocean, giving rise to tidal waves.
Often they are preceded- or accompanied by volcanic eruptions in different
parts of the earth. The tidal waves
are sometimes 60 feet in height and
sweep everything before them. One
wave was known to have traversed the
entire Pacific at the enormous velocity
of 370 miles per hour. Some earthquakes, like those at Socorro, New
Mexico, last year, are extremely local
or circumscribed, while others again
disturb an Immense area, like that of
Lisbon, which was felt in the Alps, on
the Baltic, in Algiers. The Charleston earthquake was felt along the entire Atlantic Coast, and as far west as
Iowa. The great explosion of Kraka
toa, in the Sunda Straits in 1883, caus
ed islands to sink so that now 150
fathoms of water cover their former
site. The entire top of the volcano
was blown off.
Cause of Earthquakes.
Many are the theories as to the ex
act cause of earthquakes, although
scientists are pretty well agreed that
they are caused by readjustments in
tne crust of the earth. Them are car.
tain earthquake belts, especially along
tne comvcjq- - w the Pacific Ocean,

where the earth's crust seems the
thinnest, in geological ages past, volcanic eruptions and earthquakes woro
of much more frequent occurrence
than now, which seems to Indicate
that the gradual cooling of the earth
has thickened the crust. Parts of the
earth, like the mountain regions of
New Mexico, are the least likely to be
affected, although the extinct volcanoes are numerous, the earth's crust
being the thickest here, much thicker
than along the Pacific or Atlantic
coasts, for instance. The vast lava
fields which are to be found, even near
Santa Fe, and the many extinct craters, within view of this city, Indicate
Intense volcanic activity in this region at one time, but that Is geologic
ages ago and possibly the region safest from earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions at this time is in northern
New Mexico. The largest extinct volcano near Santa Fe is the Lake Peak,
12,480 feet high and ten miles northeast of here, its crater is perfect and
filled with water.
Of course many will Involuntarily
connect the recent eruption of Vesn
vius with the catastrophe at San
Francisco this morning, and possibly
there is some connection.
About a
week ago, dispatches from Portland,
Oregon, told that Mount St. Hehns
and Mount Hood, although both ?x
tinct volcanoes, were seen to give off
smoke and to manifest other signs of
activity. It is probable that the cataclysm in the interior of the earth
which caused the eruption of Mounr.
Vesuvius, sent its waves as far as to
the Pacific Coast, either in direct line
through the earth, or along its crust.
The Instruments by which
are observed and measured
are very delicate and accurate, and the

study has been reduced to an exact
science at all of the observatories,
although thus far, scientists are unable to predict the time or location of
earthquakes.
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